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ABSTRACT
This dissertation discusses a new structural system called a Tessellated StructuralArchitectural (TeSA) system. These TeSA systems utilize architecturally appealing
tessellations in load-bearing structures comprised of interlocking tiles in a pattern. This
dissertation focuses on the design, construction, and structural behavior of these TeSA
systems, as well as their value as an interdisciplinary learning tool.
This dissertation has 4 research objectives: 1) Demonstrate the fabrication and
construction of a precast reinforced concrete (RC) TeSA shear wall system; 2) Measure the
structural performance of the RC TeSA shear wall system; 3) Compare simplified shear
and flexural analysis methods for RC TeSA shear walls to experimental results; and 4)
Investigate how a collaborative project based on TeSA shear wall design may improve
interdisciplinary competence and teamwork effectiveness of architectural and structural
engineering students.
To simplify the discussion of the methods and results relevant to each research
objective, the dissertation is broken into two parts: 1) development and testing of TeSA
structures and 2) educational experiments analyzing the implementation of TeSA-based
projects in interdisciplinary education.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
1.1

TESSELLATED STRUCTURAL-ARCHITECTURAL SYSTEMS
Tessellated patterns have been used in architecture as aesthetic features throughout history.

Tessellations are defined as repeating geometric patterns with no gaps or overlap. These
tessellations are rarely implemented in a structural system with load-bearing capabilities. This
dissertation will discuss a new structural system called a Tessellated Structural-Architectural
(TeSA) system. These TeSA systems utilize architecturally appealing tessellations in load-bearing
structures comprised of interlocking tiles in a pattern.
TeSA systems have the potential to provide a range of benefits. Damage to such a system
can be located to a small number of tiles which can be removed and replaced to repair the system.
TeSA systems may also provide sustainability benefits; these systems are design with rapid
disassembly in mind, making it possible to deconstruct them and reconfigure the tiles elsewhere.
Additionally, the repetitive nature of the tessellations makes TeSA well-suited to prefabrication
and automated construction. Finally, TeSA systems combine the form of architecturally beautiful
structures with the function of efficient load-bearing systems; as such, architects and engineers
alike have demonstrated enthusiasm for the concept. More details of the many benefits TeSA
systems have to offer can be found in an extensive discussion by Ross et al. (2020).

1.2

INTERDISCIPLINARY EDUCATION FOR STRUCTURAL ENGINEERS AND
ARCHITECTS
Architects and structural engineers are required to work closely in the AEC industry to

produce architecturally appealing and economically efficient buildings. However, remarkably
1

little research has been conducted on how to teach students in these fields how to work together
on collaborative projects. This dissertation begins to fill that gap by presenting a project that
requires architecture and structural engineering students to collaborate to design TeSA systems.
The concept of TeSA is heavily interdisciplinary, making it a topic well-suited for interdisciplinary
student projects.

1.3

SCOPE OF RESEARCH
The research presented in this dissertation will explore the application of tessellations as

load-bearing structural components in Tessellated Structural-Architectural (TeSA) systems, as
well as discuss strategies for maximizing the efficiency of the structural engineers and architects
who will design these systems in the future. The objectives of the studies conducted as part of this
research include the following: 1) Demonstrate the fabrication and construction of a precast
reinforced concrete (RC) TeSA shear wall system; 2) Measure the structural performance of the
RC TeSA shear wall system; 3) Compare simplified shear and flexural analysis methods for RC
TeSA shear walls to experimental results, and 4) Investigate how a collaborative project based on
TeSA shear wall design may improve interdisciplinary competence and teamwork effectiveness
of architectural and structural engineering students.

1.4

REFERENCES

Ross, B. E., Yang, C., Kleiss, M.C., Okumus, P., and Elhami Khorasani, N. (2020). “Tessellated
Structural-Architectural Systems: Concept for Efficient Construction, Repair, and
Disassembly,” Journal of Architectural Engineering, v.26.
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CHAPTER TWO
RELEVANT LITERATURE

This chapter contains a high-level overview of the topics relevant to the research presented
in this dissertation; however, it should be noted that other literature will be discussed throughout
the remainder of the dissertation. Some chapters were drawn from existing papers and have their
own literature reviews, and technical procedures performed in other sections have cited reference
procedures. This is simply a product of the manner in which this dissertation was composed.

2.1

TESSELLATED STRUCTURES

Defining Tessellations
Tessellations are mathematically defined as patterns of convex geometric shapes which can
be arranged with no empty space or overlap. Although tessellations can be arranged in a threedimensional space, the discussion of the mathematical context of tessellations will be mostly
limited to that of two-dimensional, or plane tessellations. Additionally, “regular” patterns, such as
the one shown on the right in Figure 2.1, are defined as being comprised of identical elements
which are “in orbit” with each other. In other words, each element of the tessellation can be rotated
to create any of the other elements in the pattern (Magnus, 1974)
11 regular and semi-regular (patterns derived from regular patterns by dividing the
repeating polygons into two or more different polygons) tilings can be formed using convex
polygons and 14 using non-convex polygons. These non-convex tiles are star-shaped polygons. In
total, 25 patterns arise from the limitations of using the Euclidean space (Critchlow, 1970).
However, by dissecting the polygons in these patterns, many other tessellated patterns can be
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formed. The most notable of these include regular tilings (in this case, “regular” means an edgeto-edge tiling of congruent polygons, of which there are 3 types), Archimedean or uniform (8
types), k-uniform (k represents the number of orbits of each tile) where k = 1 (11 types); k = 2 (20
types); k = 3 (61 types); k = 4 (151 types) ; k = 5 (332 types) and k = 6 (673 types); and isogonals,
or tiles that are not edge-to-edge (Chavey, 1989).
The 17 wallpaper groups define the rotational behavior of tiles in “periodic” tessellations
(Figure 2.1); all tessellations which do not fall under one of these 17 groups are considered either
semi-periodic or aperiodic (Shubnikov, 1974).

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.1: (a) Vector diagram of all 17 wallpaper symmetry groups (Artlandia, n.d.) and (b) an
example of a regular periodic (p4g) tessellation (Widewalls, n.d.).

Although both semi-regular and non-regular patterns such as the Penrose tiling (Figure 2.2)
do exist, the varying element shapes and sizes in these tessellations make them impractical for the
purposes of structural implementation. However, the definition of non-regular patterns is loose
and sometimes allows for slight gapping or overlapping between elements. This particular

4

characteristic has been adapted by architects in their definition of a tessellation and will also be
used throughout this paper.

Figure 2.2: The Penrose tiling: a non-regular aperiodic tessellation (Faa, n.d.)

Tessellations in Structures
The use of tessellations in architecture throughout history is well documented; however,
this use has been almost exclusively aesthetic in the past. One renowned example of such
application is the Alhambra Palace in Granada, Spain (Figure 2.3). There is a strong theme of
symmetry throughout the palace, with tessellations appearing in the form of rosettes, border
patterns, and wallpapers. More recently, tessellations have been used in decorative facades which
also serve the purpose of controlling natural light. Two examples of this application are the Arab
World Institute in Paris, France, and the Al Bahar Tower in Abu Dhabi (Figure 2.4). For instance,
the repeating “holes” which appear in the Middle Eastern inspired pattern of the Arab World
Institute façade are actually lens-like apertures which can be adjusted based on the amount of light
desired (Winstanley, 2011).

5

Figure 2.3: Decorative tessellations in the Alhambra Palace (High on the Hog, 2018).

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.4: Exterior facades of (a) the Arab World Institute (Nouvel 2014) and (b) Al Bahar Tower
(Epsilon, 2013).
6

Another aesthetic example of a structural tessellation is the façade of the r Mulberry House
in New York. The Mulberry House is located in a historic district which requires the use of brick
in the architecture. As a result, precast concrete panels were uniquely created for this structure
with brick embedded in their surface. Figure 2.5 shows the tessellation formed by the panels on
the exterior of the building.

Figure 2.5: Precast panel facade of the Mulberry House (Manning, 2009).

Few exceptions which also serve a structural purpose exist; one such example is the
Pantheon Dome in Rome, which is comprised of waffle-like depressions, or “coffers” (Figure 2.6).
In the case of the Pantheon, the coffers were implemented to reduce the self-weight of the concrete,
just one of the features which allows the concrete structure to remain standing with no
reinforcement (Moore, 1995).

7

Figure 2.6: Interior of Pantheon dome (Moore, 1995).

Mechanics of Tessellations
For the purposes of this research, TeSA structures will be defined as having tile patterns
that can be categorized as either non-interlocking or topologically interlocking. Non-interlocking
patterns do not provide stability due to any geometric properties; the tiles are simply “stacked.”
Topologically interlocking patterns provide stability only through geometric orientation; no binder
or mechanical connection is used to bond the tiles together. Instead, each tile is held in place by
the neighboring tiles (Estrin et al., 2004).
The first example of topologically interlocking tiles in the literature is that of the Abeille
Vault, designed in 1699 by French Architect Joseph Abeille. Abeille proposed a two-dimensional
floor system comprised of “voussoirs,” or geometrically identical tiles, each rotated 90° with
respect to one another. In practice, these tiles were able to support out of plane loading (Fleury,
2009).
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Similarly, a more contemporary study was conducted in which topologically interlocking
tiles called G-Blocks were used as road pavers to create a more economical and efficient
subsurface. 3-dimensional interlocking tetrahedrons were used to create a tessellated system which
demonstrated more effective load spreading than the previously-used cubes (Glickman, 1984).
Configurations like those of the Abeille Vault and G-blocks require edge restraint in order
to remain stable (Figure 2.7), much like an arch or dome requires buttresses to prevent slipping
(Khandelwal, 2013). The proposed specimens for this research do not require such support; this
will be explored in a following section. Additionally, spalling of the G-blocks occurred unless an
intentional tolerance was introduced between them (Glickman, 1984). Due to this, the proposed
TeSA structures will have intentional gaps between tiles to prevent spalling.

Figure 2.7: Interlocking vault and paving systems require edge support to support out-of-plane
loads (figure based on Glickman, 1984).

A study performed by Molotnikov et al. concluded that the lack of a binding agent between
small topologically interlocking cubes allowed some rotation of individual tiles. As a result, the
points of contact between cubes changed slightly under loading. This produced an increase in
stiffness when the structure was unloaded, as the cubes shifted back into a position that provided

9

the most resistance to the load (Molotnikov et al., 2007). This phenomenon is known as “negative
stiffness.” A follow-up study further explored this concept and confirmed that this phenomenon is
an intrinsic, material-independent property of small-scale topologically interlocking structures
(Schaare et al., 2008). Several years later, Brugger et al. used these studies as a basis for developing
and validating a numerical modeling method for small-scale interlocking structures (2009).
One phenomenon observed at a small scale in multiple studies that makes topologically
interlocking structures a particularly attractive concept is that of increased damage tolerance when
compared to a solid counterpart (Estrin et al., 2004; Molotnikov et al., 2007). Specifically in
reinforced concrete structures, cracks will not be able to propagate across a cross-section as they
typically would, resulting in a progressively weakening structure. In contrast, cracks theoretically
should reach the boundary of the individual tile and stop.
This behavior effectively results in localized failure which is contained to a relatively small
number of tiles which can be replaced individually. Mather et al. (2012) determined with an
experimentally-validated conceptual model that re-manufacturing a failed 3-D printed element in
a small-scale topologically interlocking plate would result in only a minor decrease in material
performance. A pilot study involving tessellated timber and MDF beams with varying tile patterns
was performed for the proposed research to explore this behavior at a larger scale; this study will
be discussed in more depth in a later section.
The mechanics of topologically interlocking tessellations have been studied at length on a
small scale; in addition to the research already discussed above, several biological structures have
been studied which exhibit the mechanics of topologically interlocking tessellations. Dunlop and
Brechet (2009) explore the possibilities of using naturally occurring tessellations in
microstructures as inspiration for engineering ventures. Turtle shells have been found to contain
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topologically interlocking sutures between the bony elements “which allow deformation of the
shell at small loads but becomes considerably more rigid at larger loads” (Krauss et al., 2009).
This is a phenomenon that will be referred to as “settling,” and it will be explored further in the
discussion of the TeSA beam pilot study. Another small-scale application can be found in a study
by Zareiyan and Khoshnevis (2017), in which topologically interlocking layers were implemented
in 3D printed concrete to increase bond strength. Similarly, Rezaee Javan et al. (2017) found that
using topologically interlocking bricks in small scale masonry structures significantly improved
their flexural capacity. NSF-funded research is also currently underway to study topologically
interlocking structures at the material level (NSF, 2017).
Despite the breadth of established literature on small-scale structures, research on
topologically interlocking structures on a large scale are largely unexplored. Diagrids, or
diagonally intersecting metal frameworks like the one used in The Gherkin in London (Figure 2.8),
are one of the few existing structural applications currently being used (Moon et al., 2007). The
frame elements are typically non-interlocking and mechanically connected, and thus differ from
topologically interlocking tiles. Diagrids are usually selected for their architectural appearance as
well as their material efficiency; however, they are not designed to localize failure and allow rapid
repair, which is the focus of this research.
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Figure 2.8: The Gherkin in London (Steve, 2012).

In some ways, interlocking concrete masonry systems are also closely related to the TeSA
wall structures that will be discussed in later chapters. While many of these concrete masonry
systems require surface bonding cement or grout cores to function, interlocking concrete masonry
units (CMUs) are sometimes dry-stacked and resist applied force only through self-weight and
interlocking shear keys (Hines, 1995). These interlocking CMUs are much like topologically
interlocking TeSA tiles. However, interlocking masonry differs from the TeSA shear wall system
in a critical way; the TeSA system is designed with rapid repair in mind. Interlocking CMUs may
not offer this advantage, as the number of masonry units is very high and shear keys prevent
removal after construction.
Resilient Rocking Wall Systems
Chapters 4 and 5 discuss the design, construction, and experimental testing of a precast
concrete TeSA shear wall with unbonded post-tensioning. It was anticipated that this wall might
behave similarly to a precast rocking wall with unbonded post-tensioning. The specimen design,
12

acceptance criteria for the performance of this system, and simplified models for flexure and shear
were therefore based on existing standards for monolithic precast rocking walls. Details of the
design and construction are discussed further in Chapter 4, while an explanation of the
experimental test design and acceptance criteria can be found in Chapter 5.
Due to the similarities of the TeSA shear wall system to existing rocking wall systems, this
research draws from previous investigations of rocking and self-centering reinforced concrete
shear walls with unbonded post-tensioning. In-plane load tests of rocking walls have been
performed and compared to both simplified models and numerical models with considerable
success (Perez et al., 2007; Aaleti & Sritharan, 2009; Basereh et al., 2020). Much of the research
concerning rocking walls also focuses on the concept of rapid repair, similar to TeSA walls. For
example, Li et al. investigated steel buckling restraint plates for unbonded reinforced concrete wall
repair with some success (Li et al., 2020). However, the architectural appeal of the TeSA concept
is a distinguishing characteristic not addressed by previous tests of rocking walls.

2.2

COLLABORATIVE INTERDISCIPLINARY EDUCATION
Implementation of the TeSA concept relies heavily on collaboration between architects and

structural engineers to succeed. The following sections will explore the relationship between these
groups and how their relationship might be improved with collaborative undergraduate education.
Structural Engineers and Architects: Fundamental Differences
It is possible that fundamental differences exist between structural engineers and architects
due to their various educational backgrounds, work environments, day-to-day interactions, and
other lurking variables. An example which demonstrates these differing perspectives is a pilot
study by Cotantino et al. (2010).

The study was performed to guide the formation of a
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collaborative course between environmental engineering and art students. The goal of creating
such a course was primarily to increase the creativity and innovation of the engineering students.
While the study was considered successful and beneficial to the participants, both the art and
engineering students expressed frustration with the opposing group’s mindset. For example, some
art students were frustrated by the engineering students’ viewpoint that their artwork should merely
be used as a marketing tool; meanwhile, the engineering students felt frustrated with the art
students’ hands-off approach and what they viewed as a lack of involvement in their team projects
(Biglan, 1973). While the fields of architecture and structural engineering are much more closely
related than those of art and environmental engineering, it is possible that architects and engineers
would encounter many of the same conflicts due to their differing goals in the design process.
A more relevant example is that of a study conducted by Angela Bielefeldt (2012).
Bielefeldt measured the student value of various areas in the Body of Knowledge provided by the
American Society of Civil Engineers across civil engineering, environmental engineering, and
architecture disciplines. Bielefeldt found that, in general, architecture students tend to value
design, sustainability, and communication most highly, while civil engineers tend to value
mechanics, math, and project management most highly.
Effective Team Practices
There is ample literature regarding what characteristics make a team effective. This review
will focus on the works most pertinent to the development of a theoretical framework for this
research.
The first notable work is the Johnson, Johnson, and Smith (JJS) model of cooperative learning.
As defined by Johnson et al. (2014), “cooperative learning is the instructional use of small groups
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so that students work together to maximize their own and each other's learning.” The JJS model
(1999) states that five essential elements must be in place for effective cooperative learning:
1. Positive interdependence
2. Individual accountability
3. Face-to-face interaction
4. Interpersonal and small group skills
5. Group processing
Loughry et al. (2007) developed the Comprehensive Assessment of Team Member
Effectiveness (CATME) with the JJS model’s elements of an effective cooperative group in mind.
The CATME is a self- and peer- evaluation tool intended to measure the teamwork effectiveness
of individuals. The CATME particularly supports elements 2, 4, and 5 of the JJs model (Ohland et
al., 2009). “Individual accountability” is supported because students are motivated to work harder
when they know they are going to be evaluated by their team members. “Interpersonal and small
group skills” are also supported by the use of the CATME. When students reflect on their own
contributions to the team and receive feedback from their peers, they are able to identify areas of
cooperation in which they might improve to strengthen the team. Prompts like, “Facilitated
effective communication in the team” demonstrate the CATME’s support of element 4. “Group
Processing” is the last of the five elements directly relevant to the CATME. Considering feedback
from teammates can help generate discussion amongst the group to reinforce open communication
and conflict management.
The developmental theory for the CATME will prove an integral part of the framework for
the study discussed in Chapter 8, and will therefore be discussed in more detail later.
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Interdisciplinary Competence
Klein and Newell (1997) define interdisciplinarity as a “process of answering a question,
solving a problem, or addressing a topic that is too broad or complex to be dealt with adequately
by a single discipline or profession…and [that] draws upon disciplinary perspectives and integrates
their insights through construction of a more comprehensive perspective.” Lattuca et al. (2012)
used this definition of interdisciplinarity to guide a literature review from which they derived the
following 8 dimensions of interdisciplinarity:
1. Awareness of disciplinarity
2. Appreciation of disciplinary perspectives
3. Appreciation of non-disciplinary perspectives
4. Recognition of disciplinary limitations
5. Ability to evaluate interdisciplinary
6. Ability to find common ground
7. Reflexivity
8. Possession of integrative skill
Students who are adept in navigating these 8 elements of interdisciplinarity are considered to
have high interdisciplinary competence. Therefore, these dimensions were used by Lattuca et al.
to create an Interdisciplinary Competence (IC) survey. To test the validity and reliability of this
survey, it was given to students at 31 universities in the United States. Lattuca et al. reported that
three scale factors specifically relating to interdisciplinary competence were yielded by the results
of the IC survey: “Interdisciplinary Skills,” “Reflective Behavior,” and “Recognizing Disciplinary
Perspectives.” Specifically, the survey prompts on the Interdisciplinary Skills scale were found to
have the most construct validity. Details of the IC survey will be discussed further in Chapter 8.
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Collaborative Undergraduate Education
There are few works in the literature related to the collaborative education of architecture
and structural engineering students specifically. This section will discuss several relevant
interdisciplinary collaborative studies, as well as an example of one program whose faculty have
attempted to incorporate architecture and structural engineering into a single collaborative course.
The first work addresses collaboration in the engineering classroom as a tool to improve
teamwork skills. In this study, writing, communications, and engineering faculty collaborated to
create a teamwork-based engineering class which was aimed at addressing the communication and
teamwork related elements of the ABET accreditation criteria (Seagrave, 2007). Throughout the
article, the Seagrave emphasizes the importance of good communication skills in the form of both
technical writing and public speaking, and reports that the interdisciplinary collaborative
environment was successful in supplementing these skills.
One example in the literature examined the curriculum of interdisciplinary graduate
engineering and science programs (Borrego & Newswander, 2008). While the analysis was
focused on graduate programs, it seems likely that many of the same benefits for individual
students would result from creating an interdisciplinary environment for undergraduate
engineering students. Borrego and Newswander found that these interdisciplinary programs
produced four desirable outcomes: contributions to the technical area, broad perspective,
teamwork skills, and interdisciplinary communication skills. Contributions to the technical area
are more research-related and are probably exclusive to graduate students; however, the other three
outcomes could translate to undergraduate students.
The last and most relevant example in the literature is a series of conference papers about
the development of an interdisciplinary collaborative senior design course for civil engineering
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and architecture students at California Polytechnic State University. The first of these papers was
written after one semester of the course (Estes et al., 2010). Student surveys taken at the end of the
semester indicated that the course was generally effective in achieving its objectives of helping the
students “function effectively on an interdisciplinary team and create an integrated building
design.” However, many logistical limitations were reported in this paper including a lack of space
for such collaborative classes, lack of willing faculty, budgetary constraints, and poor student
attitude. A follow-up paper was published two years later addressing many of these issues (Guthrie
et al., 2012). However, the general theme of this work is that logistic problems will inevitably arise
when attempting to create a new course with no place in the current curriculum. The primary
advice for the reader is to encourage students and faculty to work within the possible logistics by
expressing frequently and emphatically that working in interdisciplinary teams is a valuable
experience. The last publication by these researchers is in regard to the most effective team
selection method (Estes et al., 2013). After several semesters of trial and error, the researchers
determined that for combined architecture and engineering students, the most effective team
selection method changes on a class-by-class basis; student assessment of the team selection
should be frequently collected to validate whatever method the instructor chooses so that he or she
may make changes as necessary.

2.4
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CHAPTER THREE
TESTS OF TESSELLATED TIMBER AND MEDIUM-DENSITY FIBERBOARD BEAMS
This chapter presents a small experimental study of tessellated beams. Portions of this
study were included in a thesis and published paper:

Elsayed, M. E. A., Crocker, G. F., Ross, B. E., Okumus, P., Kleiss, M. C., & Elhami-Khorasani,
N. (2022). Finite element modeling of tessellated beams. Journal of Building Engineering,
46, 103586.

The above paper examined the finite element modeling of the MDF TeSA beam discussed in this
chapter. The dissertation author’s role was to load the beam to failure before repairing and
retesting the specimen, characterize material properties, and report failure modes and test data.

3.1

INTRODUCTION
Prior to constructing and loading a large-scale TeSA system, a small study was performed

in which the TeSA concept was implemented in Spruce-Pine-Fir (SPF) 2x dimension lumber and
medium-density fiberboard (MDF) beams (Figure 3.1). The first goal of this study was to
demonstrate the implementation of a tessellation in load-bearing systems and the subsequent repair
of these systems. The second goal was to provide experimental validation for finite element models
being developed by collaborators at the University at Buffalo. The beam specimens were
comprised of tiles in a 2-dimensional topologically interlocking pattern. The selected pattern was
designed by an architecture student at Clemson University, who then fabricated the beams using a
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CNC machine. Each beam was tested in monotonic, quasi-static, four-point loading to failure using
a universal test machine.

(a)

(b)
Figure 3.1: Elevation view of (a) SPF beam and (b) MDF beam.
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3.2

METHODOLOGY

Specimen Design
The SPF beam specimen was approximately 5’-5” long and 1’- 6.5” deep. The web of the
SPF TeSA beam was 38 mm (1.5 in) thick. Flanges of the beam were 76 mm (3 in.) wide and
comprised of side-by-side tiles arranged in a staggered pattern (Figure 3.2). Flanges created flat
top and bottom surfaces and provided a degree of out-of-plane stiffness and stability during testing.
Placement of the flange pieces was staggered side-to-side to prevent joints across the full width of
the flange. In this manner, the bottom flange and bottom row of web tiles formed a load path for
internal tensile forces. The wood pieces were “snug” and in some cases required tapping with a
rubber mallet to install. Based on the response of the beam to this tapping, it is likely that
significant internal stresses were generated from the installation process. In a few instances,
tapping resulted in splitting of tiles. Tiles that were visibly damaged during installation were
discarded and replaced by undamaged tiles.
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Figure 3.2: Flange tiles were arranged in a staggered pattern to prevent continuous joints across
the full width of the beam.

Geometry of the MDF beam specimen was almost identical to the SPF beam, except for its
doubled thickness. The web of the MDF beam was 3 inches thick, while the flanges were 6 inches
thick. As a result, the performance of the two beams will not be directly compared. Rather, this
chapter will focus on a discussion of the reparability of TeSA systems regardless of material
selection. One other modification made to the design was that the tiles were intentionally cut with
approximately 0.4 mm (1/62in) tolerance to facilitate installation and repair. The tolerance was
added after experiencing challenges resulting from the snug fit of the tiles in the SPF beam. The 3
in. thickness of the MDF tiles resulted from stacking four layers of 0.75 inch MDF sheets. Layers
were glued and pressed prior to cutting of the individual tiles on the CNC.
SPF and MDF modulus of elasticity
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Four samples of the Spruce-Pine-Fir material were tested in bending to determine the
modulus of elasticity (Figure 3.3). The minimum measured modulus of elasticity was 878ksi (6054
MPa) and the maximum was 1042 ksi (7184 MPa). These values were used to guide FE modeling
of both the original and repaired wood TeSA beam tests.

Figure 3.3: SPF material testing setup.

Likewise, the average modulus of elasticity of the MDF (2256 MPa; 327 ksi) was
determined from bending material tests (Figure 3.4). The sample dimensions for the MDF were
203 mm x 79 mm x 29 mm (8 in. x 3-1/8 in. x 1-1/8 in.) in length, width, and height, respectively.
As in the case of the SPF tests, the results of the MDF material tests were used to develop FE
model material property input.
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Figure 3.4: MDF material testing setup.

Experimental Method
The beam specimens were tested in four-point bending to failure using a Universal Test
Machine (UTM) operating in displacement-controlled quasi-static mode. The displacement rate of
the tests varied between 0.05-0.1 inches per minute. Beam dimensions, boundary conditions,
loading geometry, and instrumentation are shown in Figures 3.5 and 3.6. Instruments were
installed to evaluate local strains and gap openings, and global load-displacement response.
Specifically, this chapter will examine the load-displacement response of the beams based on
displacement of each specimen at midspan collected by SP15. This displacement was adjusted
based on the displacements of the supports measured by SP21 and SP23. Data were collected
continuously throughout loading using a computer data acquisition system. All instruments used
were calibrated for this study prior to testing.
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Figure 3.5: Test setup of beam specimens.

Figure 3.6: Overview of test setup in lab.
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3.3

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

SPF Beam Behavior
The load-displacement response of the SPF beam before and after repair can be seen in
Figure 3.7. During the initial test, the stiffness of the SPF specimen slightly increased when the
load reached approximately 200 lbf (890 N). TeSA members transmit forces through bearing and
friction between individual tiles. The stiffening at low loads is attributed to closing of the gaps
between the tiles as bearing and traction stresses increased. The beam “settled in” after the gaps
closed and the load-displacement response was effectively linear-elastic until about 800 lbf (3,560
N).

Figure 3.7: Load-displacement response of initial and repaired SPF beam.
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The peak load of approximately 1,400 lbf (6,230 N) corresponded to sudden failure of multiple
tiles (Figure 3.8). The failure is likely to have initiated with the splitting of a web tile adjacent to
the bottom flange and progressing upward with splitting of more web tiles. Failures were not
observed in any of the flange tiles in the initial beam test. High speed video collected during the
test were not able to confirm this failure sequence because the video focused on another portion of
the beam.

Figure 3.8: Locations of visible damage in SPF beam (initial test). The tiles with visible damage
were replaced before retesting.

After the initial test was concluded, the damaged tiles were removed and were replaced by
new pieces, and the beam was retested to failure. As can be observed in Figure 3.7, the loaddisplacement behavior of the repaired beam was similar to the initial test; however, the repaired
beam demonstrated lower stiffness and strength than the initial beam. The reduced stiffness and
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strength can be attributed to residual effects of the initial test. Failure of the repaired test occurred
in a similar manner as the initial test but at different locations. It is possible that tiles failing in the
repaired test were damaged (although not visibly) in the initial test and this damage resulted in
reduced strength and stiffness. Although the second test had lower stiffness and strength, these
results demonstrate a primary benefit of TeSA members, that damage is localized in individual
tiles which can be replaced.
MDF Beam Behavior
The load-displacement response of the initial and repaired MDF beam can be seen in Figure
3.9. In the initial test, the beam stiffness increased when the load reached approximately 4,000 lbf
(17.8 kN). Recall that TeSA members transmit forces through compression and friction between
individual tiles. As in the SPF beam, the stiffening can attributed to closing of the gaps between
the tiles and increased friction as the load increased. The sudden decrease in stiffness around 5,200
lbf corresponded with audible popping noises. Thereafter, the load-displacement response was
effectively linear until failure at a peak load of approximately 8,300 lbf (83,000 N).
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Figure 3.9: Load-displacement response of initial and repaired MDF beam.

The peak load in the initial test corresponded to sudden failure of multiple tiles (Figure
3.10). The failure is likely to have originated with an interface shear failure between layers in a
single web tile close to the bottom flange. This failure was due to forces imposed by the opposing
staggered flange tiles on either side of the web tile (Figure 3.11). The failure progressed with the
splitting of web tiles moving towards the top flange. While an interface shear failure initiated the
process, subsequent tile failure occurred through the entire thickness of the tiles.
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Figure 3.10: Failure path of TeSA MDF beam through 4 tiles which were replaced before retesting.
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Figure 3.11: First tiles to fail in initial MDF beam. Interface shear failure between layers in the tile
is highlighted.
The MDF specimen’s damaged tiles were removed and replaced before retesting the beam
with the same experimental setup and procedure. The load-displacement response of the repaired
beam can also be found in Figure 3.12. The repaired beam experienced a period of stiffening,
which can again be attributed to settling of the tiles in compression. A period of linear stiffness
which was comparable to that of the initial beam can be then observed until the load reached
approximately 4000 lbf (17.8 kN). At this point, the beam began to soften. Popping noises were
audible at the same time as the abrubt jumps in the load-displacement response that an be observed
up until the beam’s failure at approximately 7800 lbf (34.7 kN). Much like the SPF beam, the
stiffness and strength were reduced during the repaired test. However, the ability to repair a TeSA
system by replacing a limited number of tiles to which damage was localized was again
demonstrated.
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Figure 3.12: Repaired MDF beam. Replacement pieces are indicated by the red markings.

3.4

CONCLUSIONS
Two medium-scale tessellated beams were tested to demonstrate the damage localization

and reparability of TeSA systems, as well as aid in the development of FE models for such systems.
The following conclusions were drawn from these studies:
•

While both materials demonstrated losses in strength and stiffness after repair, the test
results demonstrated that the TeSA concept can be utilized to localize damage in individual
tiles which can be relatively easily replaced.
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•

The overall structural behavior of a TeSA system is dependent on local behavior at tile-tile
interfaces. This is demonstrated by the differing modes of failure in the individual tiles for
the SPF and MDF beams.

•

A common phenomenon that occurred in these beams was that of “settling.” Since the tiles
in a TeSA system have an intentional degree of tolerance, tiles tended to settle into a
position which provided the highest stiffness for the beam. As a result, stiffening behavior
could be observed at low loads until the beams reached a constant stiffness prior to
softening and failure.

•

These tests resulted in empirical data used by Elsayed et al. (2021) to develop a numerical
model for TeSA MDF beams.
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CHAPTER FOUR
DEVELOPMENT OF A LARGE-SCALE TESA SYSTEM

Recall that the first research objective of this dissertation is to demonstrate the fabrication
and construction of a precast reinforced concrete (RC) TeSA shear wall system. This objective
will be thoroughly discussed in this chapter, which is based on the following published paper:
Crocker, Grace F., Ross, Brandon E., Kleiss, Michael Carlos, Okumus, Pinar, Elhami-Khorasani,
Negar, and Romano, John Michael. (2021) "Design, Fabrication, and Assembly of a
Tessellated Precast Concrete Wall." Proceedings of the 2021 PCI Convention, New
Orleans, LA. Precast Concrete Institute.
The research in the above paper was performed by the dissertation author under the direction of
Drs. Ross, Kleiss, Okumus, and Elhami-Khorasani. The author was responsible for conducting the
work at the lab and leading the writing of the paper.

4.1

INTRODUCTION
Tessellated Structural-Architectural (TeSA) systems utilize repeating geometric patterns

known as tessellations in structural applications. One such application is that of a structural shear
wall comprised of topologically interlocking precast reinforced concrete tiles. Such a wall
combines the architectural appeal of tessellations with the load resistance capability of a structural
shear wall. One potential benefit of a TeSA shear wall is that of localized failure; due to the discrete
tiles, cracks in a given tile may not propagate throughout the wall as they typically would in a
monolithic shear wall. Instead, the damage may be isolated to a few tiles, allowing for rapid repair
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in the form of replacement of the damaged tiles. Additionally, because TeSA systems are built of
repetitive discrete tiles, they are suitable for prefabrication, automated construction,
reconfiguration, disassembly, and reuse. Thus, TeSA systems can contribute to resilience through
rapid repair and to sustainability through reuse (Ross et al., 2020).
Tessellations are defined mathematically as patterns of repeating convex shapes with no
gaps or overlap (Magnus, 1974). An example of such a pattern can be found in Figure 4.1.
However, in an architectural context, it is acceptable to loosen this definition to a certain degree.
Architects have been using tessellations in their designs for hundreds of years; their applications
have varied from intricate interior tilings, like those of the Alhambra Palace in Granada, to lightcontrolling facades such as those found in Paris’ Arab World Institute (Figure 4.1) and Abu
Dhabi’s Al Bahar Towers (Figure 4.1). For the most part, these applications have been strictly
aesthetic in nature.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.1: (a) Example of a geometric tessellation (Widewalls, 2019), (b) Exterior facade of the
Arab World Institute (Fee-ach, 2006), and (c) Exterior facade of Al Bahar Tower (Epsilon, 2013).
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The work presented in this paper is part of a larger project exploring the use of topologically
interlocking tessellations in integrated architectural-structural systems (NSF, 2018). For the
purposes of this paper, “topologically interlocking” tessellations are defined as tiles which are held
together by their interlocking geometry, rather than by a binder or mechanical connection (Figure
4.2). Existing research on the topic of tessellations has been mainly related to the mechanical
behavior of such systems at a small scale. However, an investigation of a full-scale reinforced
concrete tessellated structural element has not been performed prior to this study. In fact, the
construction of such an element has not previously been attempted.

Figure 4.2: Topologically-interlocking tessellation (no binder or mechanical connection between
elements).

This paper describes the process of designing and constructing a precast reinforced
concrete TeSA shear wall. Precast was selected as the material for a variety of reasons. The ability
to prefabricate the tiles and assemble them in a topologically interlocking pattern on site is highly
desirable for a TeSA system. Precast concrete is a highly efficient and cost-effective choice for
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prefabricating large quantities of identical tiles. Additionally, these precast tiles can be arranged
with a certain measure of tolerance to ensure ease of construction. Once all tiles are in place, grout
can be used to fill any voids. Another benefit of using precast is the option of using unbonded posttensioning steel, which could provide a TeSA wall with continuous, but removable, reinforcement.
Being able to remove these strands contributes to the ability to replace or reuse individual tiles.
The design and construction of this wall will be explored in depth, as this in itself was an
engineering experiment which presented several challenges. Construction methods for a test
specimen, which was tested under reverse cyclic loading, will be described. The procedures and
results for the laboratory testing of the specimen, as well as technical calculations being developed
for theoretical analysis and design of these walls, will not be discussed here; this paper is instead
intended to serve as a discussion of the construction process as part of the larger project goals.
Papers which will discuss these other topics of interest at length are forthcoming.

4.2

SPECIMEN DESIGN
The TeSA shear wall was designed with individually precast I-shaped tiles, which can be

arranged in a repeating pattern. This pattern was chosen because it is a relatively simple
tessellation. The wall was designed as approximately 9 feet and 6 inches tall and 6 feet and 1 inch
long (Figure 4.3). Edge tiles were designed as a portion of the typical I-shaped tiles to form a linear
boundary at each edge of the wall. These tiles will be referred to as C-shaped tiles (left/right
boundary), T-shaped tiles (top/bottom boundary), and L-shaped tiles (corner boundary). All tiles
are scaled to the smallest possible size, which is still large enough to include two-planes of
reinforcement with ties, thereby achieving confined concrete cores. The decision to scale the tiles
down to such a size was made based on limits of both budget and experimental space; it should be
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noted that TeSA systems, as well as the individual tiles that make up the tessellations, could
potentially be much larger than this particular specimen. One concern about a wall at this scale is
that of out-of-plane load capacity. Scaling the tiles up to the size of the story height of a building
would allow this system to be braced out-of-plane by the diaphragms at each floor. Each tile, and
therefore the wall itself, is 5.5 inches thick in what will be referred to as the transverse direction
(Figure 4.3). Seven unbonded post-tensioning strands were designed to run vertically through the
wall in what will be referred to as the longitudinal direction, providing flexural strength and a
replicated axial load. Force in these strands corresponds to approximately 6% of the concrete axial
load capacity. These strands also provide an additional measure of out-of-plane capacity.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.3: (a) 3D model of TeSA wall specimen and (b) Individual tile dimensions.

The tiles used to construct the specimen were fabricated at a precast facility using a mix
design with a specified compressive strength of 6,000 psi. The precaster partner who fabricated
the tiles used extra material from the production line at the end of each day; therefore, different
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batches of the same mix design were used for tiles cast over a period of about 14 weeks. Two
specialty forms were designed and built for tile fabrication. Each individual tile was designed with
its own discrete reinforcement; #3 (ϕ = 0.375 inches) bars with a specified yield strength of 60 ksi
were selected for all reinforcement based on the limited size of the tiles. Bars were placed with 0.5
inches of cover. An isometric view of tile reinforcement for all tile shapes can be found in Figure
4.4. Seven 0.6-inch diameter steel strands with a nominal strength of 270 ksi were also selected
for the test specimen. A summary of the material properties pertinent to the specimen can be found
in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: Summary of material properties.
Material

Specified Minimum Strength

Precast concrete tiles

f’c = 6000 psi

#3 rebar

fy = 60 ksi

0.6 inch diameter steel strands

fps = 270 ksi

Several PVC pipes were also implemented in the individual tile design. One 0.75 inch
diameter PVC pipe was designed to run transversely through the tiles at each corner (Figure 4.4).
The first purpose of these pipes is to serve as bolt holes at the top and bottom of the wall so that
the wall could be bolted to the testing apparatus in the laboratory. The second purpose is to assist
in lifting the tiles into place during construction, a process which will be discussed in detail later
in this paper.
Another PVC pipe with a diameter of 1.5 inches was designed to pass through the tile
longitudinally (Figure 4.4). The purpose of this larger pipe is to provide a hole for the unbonded
post-tensioning strands to pass through each tile. A PVC pipe with a significantly larger diameter
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than that of the strands was chosen to allow greater tolerance during the stacking of tiles, which
might mitigate challenges due to potential misalignment of the holes for the strands.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.4: (a) Individual tile reinforcement details and (b) transverse and longitudinal PVC pipes.

Gaps with a nominal size of 0.375 inches were intentionally designed between each tile.
The joints were intended to transfer compressive force through bearing between tiles. Grout was
selected to fill these voids; this grout is assumed to have negligible tensile strength in design and
analysis. Thus, the tile-tile interfaces were not designed to carry tensile forces. Gaps between tiles
provided some tolerance during the construction process. Plastic shims were needed between tiles
to maintain consistent spacing. Dry-stacking the tiles was considered, but this process would have
made maintaining gaps more difficult and carried the potential risk of spalling at contact surfaces
(Atamturktur et al., 2017).
Based on a recommendation by the precaster partner, each tile was designed with a draft
of 0.125 inches around its perimeter. This strategy made removal of tiles from the forms easier;
however, it also complicated maintaining an average gap size of 0.375 inches between tiles. In
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order to provide the desired tolerance, the wall design was amended to include a tile flip between
each longitudinal row of tiles. As a result, some tiles were separated by a consistent 0.375 inches
through the full transverse thickness of the wall, while others were separated by 0.250 inches on
one side of the wall and 0.500 inches on the other side of the wall. This arrangement affected the
appearance of the wall by causing half of the visible tile faces to be top-in-form (TIF) and the other
half to be bottom-in-form (BIF), regardless of which side the wall is viewed from (Figure 4.5).

Figure 4.5: Elevation view of BIF (bottom-in-form) vs. TIF (top-in-form) tile faces from south
side of wall.

The decision to implement unbonded post-tensioning in the design of the TeSA wall was
based on several factors. Since each tile was designed to be discretely reinforced, the inclusion of
post-tensioned steel provided a continuous reinforcement system through the wall. Additionally,
unbonded post-tensioned steel has been shown to provide self-centering benefits in reinforced
concrete shear walls (Smith et al., 2013). Unbonded strands were selected for ease of construction
and removability. One goal of this research is to repair and retest the specimen after an initial test;
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therefore, removal of the strands is imperative. In addition, compression created by the strands
simulated the axial load typically carried by shear walls that do not carry significant gravity loads
during testing.
Strand chucks were selected as anchors for the post-tensioned strands. In order for removal
of the strands to be possible, easy access to the anchoring strand chucks at both the top and bottom
of the wall is crucial. Therefore, a special steel base for the wall was designed which provides this
access (Figure 4.6). The base is a built-up section comprised of plates and angles to form a box.
At various intervals along the length of the box, openings were left on one side large enough to fit
a hand inside for installation and removal of strand chucks. The base also provides a means for
transferring both shear and moment from the wall to the test floor; the test specimen was bolted to
the base, and the base was bolted to the floor.

Figure 4.6: Steel base with openings for strand chuck access.

A steel bracing system designed for the wall can be seen in Figure 4.7; this system was
designed to brace the wall during stacking and to provide out-of-plane support as needed during
testing. The horizontal steel angles shown in the figure could be added or removed to this system
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to aid in construction of the wall. These angles were all removed prior to testing, leaving only two
horizontal wide flange members on each side of the wall for out-of-plane support.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.7: (a) Photograph of steel base and bracing system for specimen and (b) elevation plan
for wall and support system.

4.3

SPECIMEN CONSTRUCTION
The master form concept was used to cast all four tile shapes in just two custom forms.

Dividers were installed in the I-shaped master form to create the forms for the other three tile
shapes (Figure 4.8). Spalling was initially an obstacle, likely due to the small amount of cover at
the corners of the tiles. However, caulking the joints of the forms and lightly greasing them helped
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to mitigate this problem (Figure 4.9). Greasing the forms caused the BIF face of each tile appear
slightly darker than the TIF face. Additionally, TIF faces could not be finished due to the cage
needed to hold the PVC pipes in place, so they appear rougher than the BIF faces. These aesthetic
problems were deemed insignificant for the purposes of this research but may warrant more
attention in future design.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.8: (a) Custom formwork with inserted dividers to form each tile shape and (b) formwork
with reinforcement just before casting an I-shaped tile (right).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.9: I-shaped tile (a)before greasing forms and caulking joints and (b) after greasing forms
and caulking joints.
When approximately half of the tiles were cast, a small-scale mockup of the wall was
constructed at the precast facility to ensure that tiles would fit together as planned (Figure 4.10).
This stage of the process was crucial, as it provided some insight into the construction process and
the problems that might be encountered. It was at this stage that keeping the tiles in plane was
realized as a potential challenge. Plastic shims were used to maintain the intended void space
between tiles, and several 2 foot long pipes with a diameter of 1 inch were inserted through the
longitudinal PVC pipes to ensure that the holes would remain aligned. These practices were
adopted throughout the construction process of the full wall specimen when it was stacked in the
lab. Alignment “straps” were also used during construction of the mockup; these straps were small
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steel plates with two holes that could be bolted through the transverse PVC pipes to keep the tiles
in plane. However, these straps were not efficient during construction of the full wall test specimen
due to several factors, including the slight offset between holes of adjacent tiles and the required
removal of the straps during the grouting process.
It was also at this stage of the process that an exception had to be made to the alternating
TIF/BIF arrangement of the tiles. All L-shaped corner tiles were cast identically; however, two of
these L-shaped tiles would need to be mirrored in order to maintain the planned design. It was
determined that this challenge could be overcome by adjusting the tolerances around those two
tiles and grouting as needed, rather than casting new L-shaped tiles.

Figure 4.10: Small mock-up constructed at precast facility.
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Building on lessons learned from the mockup, construction of the full wall test specimen
began. A 0.25 inch layer of grout was applied to the steel base before laying the first row of tiles.
Because of the draft on the tile edges, the base layer of grout spread to be thicker on the BIF side
and thinner on the TIF side of the tiles. Subsequent rows were lifted into place using a chain hoist
(Figure 4.11). The chain hoist was selected due to the relatively small nature of the wall; however,
it proved time consuming to lift each tile manually in this manner. Future assembly might be better
executed with a crane or other mechanical lift, particularly for assembly of a larger system.

Figure 4.11: Lifting strategy for tiles using chain hoist.
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Shims of appropriate thickness were placed around the edges of the new tile interface as
needed just before installing each tile. Tiles were required to be slid into place after placing the
first row, rather than being simply being stacked (Figure 4.12). Once the tile was roughly in place,
a 1 inch diameter pipe steel pipe with a length of 24 inches was inserted through the longitudinal
PVC pipe to ensure that it was aligned with the PVC pipe of the tile directly below it. The pipe
had a flange on one end to prevent it from completely sliding into the vertical PVC pipes. With
the 1 inch pipe and shims still in place, non-shrink grout was inserted in the gaps around the tile
in a dry-pack consistency. Due to the draft of the tiles, shims of different thicknesses were
sometimes required on opposite sides of the same gap; these shims were intentionally placed as
close to the edges of the tiles as possible to allow grout to be packed around them before removing
the shims. The tile was monitored throughout this process to ensure that it remained level and inplane. Removable horizontal angles were added and removed as needed to provide safety and
stability throughout the process (Figure 12, left). Once grouted in place, the alignment pipe and
shims were removed. This process was repeated row by row for the entire wall (Figure 4.12).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.12: Photos of (a) construction process and (b) fully-stacked wall.

Upon completion of the tile stacking process, a steel “cap” was placed on the top face of
the wall to provide a bolted connection to the hydraulic actuator used to load the wall in
experimental testing. This cap was designed to transfer lateral force from the actuator to the wall
via a bolted connection through the transverse PVC pipes of the top row of tiles (Figure 4.13). A
significant challenge was encountered at this stage; although the tiles had remained fairly wellaligned in the longitudinal direction throughout the construction process, the combined effect of
the very small misplacements in tiles caused the wall to be approximately 0.75 inches wider (73.75
inches rather than 73 inches) than planned during design. As a result, only two of the six bolt holes
aligned with their respective transverse PVC pipes. The consequence of this was that the steel cap
had to be modified to provide a transfer of force through bearing, which was initially undesirable
due to the possibility of spalling at the contact surface. A possible solution to this problem in future
testing could be to cut holes in the cap after erection is complete. Alternatively, and preferably,
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construction performed by a skilled tradesperson with experience in masonry would potentially
mitigate errors that could lead to such problems.
After placing the steel cap, the wall was painted white to increase crack visibility. At this
point, installation of the post-tensioned strands began. Strands were first passed through the
longitudinal PVC pipes from the top of the wall. Strand chucks were placed inside the steel base
to anchor the strands at the bottom of the wall. A steel “saddle” was designed and fabricated to
provide a seat for the hydraulic jack used to stress the strands (Figure 4.13). The saddle features a
hole to feed the strand through, as well as a hollow interior with enough room to reach a hand in
and secure the strand chuck to anchor the strand at the top of the wall before removing the hydraulic
jack. The strands were stressed to provide a tension force of 22 kips in each 0.6 inch diameter
strand, or a stress of just over 100 ksi. Strands were stressed from the inside-out to maintain
approximately uniform vertical stresses in the wall (Figure 4.13), considering elastic shortening.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.13: (a) Elevation drawing of wall with strands and initial design for steel cap connection
and (b) photograph of completed wall with post-tensioning installed, as well as modified steel cap.

A problem encountered during this phase of construction, related to the difficulty of
stressing the outermost strands due to their proximity to the edge of the wall. The dimensions for
the steel saddle were selected to allow enough room for the strand chuck, as well as a hand, in the
hollow interior. However, its size made it almost too large to sit on the edge of the steel cap for
the outermost strands. A plate was added under each of the supporting angles with a small lip to
provide additional bearing area during the stressing process (Figure 4.14).
After the strands were stressed, a hydraulic actuator was set up and placed in contact with
the wall to conduct a reverse cyclic loading test. Details of the test program and associated analytic
program will be presented in forthcoming publications.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.14: (a) Steel saddle at edge before adding supporting plates to bottom and (b) strand
jacking setup with supporting plates added to saddle.

4.4

CONCLUSIONS
This paper discussed the design, fabrication, and assembly of a precast concrete TeSA wall

test specimen. The challenges of building this new structural system proved to be significant, and
it is anticipated that similar challenges will arise upon repairing the system. The most significant
lessons learned from this process include:
● Precast concrete is an efficient and economical choice for TeSA systems. The ability to
ADDED PLATES

prefabricate many identical tiles using a small number of forms is valuable. In the future,
the tolerance benefits of precast could be better utilized to make construction of TeSA walls
easier.
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● Building a mock-up was critical in understanding how the tiles fit together and helping
foresee potential problems.
● The stacking and grouting processes were time-consuming; there was a learning curve.
Arranging tightly interlocking tiles and attempting to apply grout between them proved to
be a challenge for which a skilled tradesperson would be crucial to achieve high quality
results, particularly in a larger scale TeSA system.
● The longitudinal PVC pipes for the post-tension strands lined up well through use of a
temporary alignment pipe during stacking. A smaller diameter PVC pipe for the strands
could possibly be used in the future that will allow more concrete cover, but the 1.5-inch
diameter pipe worked well for this specimen.
● Challenges stemmed from the draft of the tiles and its effect on the gap dimensions between
each tile. In particular, it was essential to correctly arrange tiles based on bottom-in-form
(BIF) and top-in-form (TIF) faces, otherwise they would not fit together properly. Dryfinishing TIF faces could help improve the appearance to provide a more uniform look.
Using shims with adjustable thickness proved helpful in maintaining the appropriate gap
sizes. In the future, draft-related challenges could be avoided by investing in collapsible
formwork which would allow tiles to be cast with flat sides.
● The steel alignment straps used in the construction of the mock-up were helpful in keeping
the tiles in-plane, but were less practical in full wall construction due to joint size variations
based on draft and the grouting process. Something similar to the straps may be helpful in
the future, but the design requires further development for full-scale implementation.
It is the intention of the authors to document and detail the design and construction of a
reinforced concrete TeSA wall, as well as to provide guidance for any future endeavors in the
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construction of a similar structural system by examining these challenges and solutions. Future
reports on this project will include reverse cyclic loading procedures and results for this specimen.

4.5
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CHAPTER FIVE
CYCLIC TEST OF A PRECAST REINFORCED CONCRETE
TESSELLATED SHEAR WALL

5.1

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
This chapter examines the performance of a reinforced concrete TeSA shear wall under

cyclic lateral loading. The wall’s experimental strength, energy dissipation, and damage behavior
are discussed. A simplified flexural strength model, based on the work from Perez et al. (2007),
is presented for TeSA shear walls and compared to the test.
An analytical study of the behavior of TeSA walls is being conducted in parallel to the
experimental testing presented in the current paper. Syed et al. examine the behavior of precast
TeSA walls under lateral loading using finite element analysis in comparison to the behavior of
monolithic shear walls. This study concluded that the arrangement of boundary tiles has little effect
on the flexural strength of a TeSA wall, while changing the reinforcement ratio has a significant
impact (Syed, 2021).
As discussed in depth in Chapter 2, previous researchers have addressed the mechanics of
tessellated structures, interlocking wall systems, and concrete shear walls with unbonded
reinforcement. However, an investigation of the in-plane testing of a large-scale reinforced
concrete tessellated shear wall has not been performed prior to the current study. In fact, this is the
first study to test a reinforced concrete tessellated structure of any kind.
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5.2

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Specimen Design and Construction
The TeSA shear wall specimen was 114.75 inches (2.92 meters) tall, and 73 inches (1.85
meters) wide. The wall’s thickness was 5.5 inches (13.97 centimeters). A detailed description of
the fabrication and erection process was reported in the previous chapter. However, essential
details are also provided here. The test specimen was constructed of 39 geometrically interlocking
tiles. Each tile was prepared by a precast concrete fabricator using a master form that could be
reused and adjusted to fabricate the individual tile shapes. All tiles were reinforced with rebar
with a diameter of 0.375 inches (9.525 mm, Figure 5.1). Specified and tested material properties
are listed in Table 5.1.
The primary tile shape is referred to as an “I-shaped tile.” Various inserts could be used
with the master form to create the other tile shapes: the corner tiles (“L-shaped”), horizontal
boundary tiles (“T-shaped”), and vertical boundary tiles (“C-shaped”). For practical purposes of
getting the wall built and tested, tiles were designed to be the smallest size possible while achieving
confinement of concrete with two-plane reinforcement and appropriate cover (Figure 5.1).
Each tile was cast with a 1.25 inch-diameter (32 mm) PVC pipe running through it
longitudinally. These pipes were used to house vertical unbonded post-tensioned strands, having
a diameter of 0.6 inches (15 mm). The strands provided precompression and flexural strength to
the wall. Non-prestressed reinforcement within the tiles carried local tensile forces. Unbonded
post-tensioning was specifically chosen to provide self-centering and because it could be removed
as part of future wall repair.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 5.1: (a) Overall tile dimensions, (b) isometric view of tile reinforcement, and (c) tile
reinforcement details.
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Table 5.1: Specified and tested material properties.
Material
Precast
concrete tiles

#3 rebar

0.6 inch (15
mm) diameter
steel strands

Specified Minimum
Strength

Tested Strength

Tested Modulus of
Elasticity

f’c = 6000 psi
41.4 MPa

6840 psi
47.2 Mpa compression

3090 ksi
21.3 Gpa

fy = 60 ksi
414 Mpa

73 ksi
503 Mpa
tension

27,700 ksi
191 Gpa

fpu=270 ksi
1860 Mpa

289 ksi (ultimate)
1990 Mpa
258 ksi (at 1% strain)
1780 Mpa

28,700 ksi
198 Mpa

A low strength grout was placed between the tiles. The grout space had an average
thickness of 0.375 inches (0.95 centimeters). Grout was not intended to contribute any tensile or
shear strength to the joints, but rather to maintain consistent spacing and provide a means of
transferring compressive stresses between tiles.
Once all tiles were grouted in place, a steel transfer beam/cap was placed on top of the
wall, and the post-tensioned strands were installed and stressed. The strands were stressed starting
from the center and working outward in order, alternating between strands on each side of the wall.
Each strand was tensioned to approximately 22 kips (98 kN), resulting in an axial stress in the wall
equivalent to approximately 6% of the concrete specified compressive strength. Finally, the
specimen was painted white to provide better visibility for crack observation.
Test Setup
Figure 5.2 shows the test setup. A steel frame was constructed to support the wall during
construction and testing. The frame included a base which transferred forces from the wall to the
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test floor, as well as lateral bracing members. The unbonded strands were anchored to the base.
Horizontal shear reactions at the base of the wall were provided via bearing by steel blocks welded
to the base. Six steel bolts with a diameter of 0.625 inches (approximately 16 mm) were also used
to attach the lower row of tiles to the base and provide a nominal degree of shear and uplift
capacity. A hydraulic actuator in displacement-control was used to apply the lateral load. Lateral
displacement was recorded at the top of the wall as well as at mid-height by linear potentiometers.
The load was measured by the hydraulic actuator’s internal load cell.
Additional load cells were installed on the outermost two strands to aid in initial stressing,
as well as record their internal forces throughout testing. The lateral slip and uplift of the test frame,
while small, was also monitored using linear potentiometers during testing. These data were used
to adjust the gross lateral displacement after testing to correct for the effects of base rocking and
slip. Rocking of the wall relative to the steel base was monitored using linear potentiometers at the
bottom corners of the specimen. Redundant instrumentation and data acquisition systems were
used to cross-verify displacement measurements. Instruments were calibrated prior to testing.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.2: (a) Drawing of test setup design and (b) physical test setup in laboratory.

The specimen was tested under cyclical lateral loading that was based on the protocol in
ACI ITG-5.1-07, Acceptance Criteria for Special Unbonded Post-Tensioned Precast Structural
Walls Based on Validation Testing and Commentary (2008). This document provides a test
methodology and acceptance criteria for the reverse cyclic loading of unbonded post-tensioned
precast walls that do not meet the requirements of Chapter 21 in ACI 318-02. The document was
referenced during specimen design; for example, the specimen was designed to meet the
requirements of ACI ITG-5.1-07 such as the height-to-length aspect ratio, minimum reinforcement
requirements, and continuous reinforcement in the form of post-tensioning strands. However, due
to the novel nature of the TeSA concept, strict adherence to the document was not always
appropriate. For example, requirements for uniformly spaced vertical and horizontal mild
reinforcement over the height and length of the wall were not met due to the tiles being individually
reinforced. Additionally, this document is targeted towards testing walls to determine whether their
performance is acceptable for use in design and construction, and TeSA walls are not yet proposed
for use outside of research purposes.
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The test protocol involved displacement “sets” that increased the drift ratio as testing
progressed. Three reversed cycles were performed in each set. According to ACI ITG-5.1-07, the
first of these sets must be performed with an applied load of no more than 60% of the nominal
load capacity of the wall. An initial finite element analysis estimated the maximum load capacity
of 110 kips (490 kN); therefore, a load of 66 kips (290 kN) was used to calculate the maximum
drift angle and corresponding displacement for the cycle set. Details of the finite element modeling
can be found in the aforementioned paper by Syed et al. (2021). According to the model, a load of
66 kips (290 kN) corresponds to a drift ratio of approximately 0.3%; any drift less than this limit
is an acceptable starting point, so the first set of load cycles was set to a drift of 0.05%. ACI ITG5.1-07 specifies that up to 60% of the wall’s nominal capacity, the drift ratio for the subsequent
load cycle set can be determined by multiplying the previous drift ratio by 2.5. Thereafter, the drift
ratio can be determined by multiplying the preceding ratio by 1.25-1.5. The testing should continue
until either the specimen fails, or the drift ratio exceeds:

0.90 ≤ 0.8 &

ℎ(
* + 0.5 ≤ 3.0
𝑙(

Equation 5.1

Where hw represents the height of the specimen and lw represents the length of the wall. For the
TeSA specimen, the limiting drift ratio from Equation 5.1 was 1.73%.
Although ACI ITG-5.1-07 does not require testing beyond the calculated 1.73%, the TeSA
wall specimen did not exhibit significant loss of strength at this level of drift. Therefore, the loading
was continued beyond 1.73% to a maximum average drift of 2.24%. Due to small amounts of slip
in the connections between the actuator and wall, the resulting wall displacements when “pushing”
(positive displacement) and “pulling” (negative displacement) the specimen differed. The
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difference is most noticeable during the first cycle set. Thereafter, the actuator displacements were
adjusted to account for slip, and the displacements were more proportional in later sets. Figure 5.3
shows the displacement protocol for the 11 cycle sets that were performed.

Figure 5.3: Test protocol based on ACI ITG-5.1-07, showing experimental peak displacements for
the push and pull directions of each cycle set.

In addition to the data collected by electrical instrumentation, crack propagation was also
monitored using a crack gauge card and digital photography. The ImageJ software (cite) was used
to measure crack widths from the digital images, using a procedure similar to that described by
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Murphy (2021). Crack width measurements focused on cracks within the tiles but not within the
grout.

5.3

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Visible Damage
The most severe damage in the specimen occurred in the L-shaped “toe” pieces at the
bottom corners of the wall, with particularly severe spalling damage observed on the south side of
the wall (Figure 5.4). The toe pieces had horizontal and vertical bearing on the frame, due to the
shear and moment in the wall, respectively. The bolts connecting the lower tiles to the base also
contributed to wall damage, depending on their location. The wall uplift was sufficient to engage
the outermost bolts, leading to cracking in the L-shaped concrete tiles adjacent to the bolts and the
eventual yielding of the bolts during the final cycle set. The uplift of the wall was not sufficient to
fully engage bolts toward the interior of the wall, and the tiles surrounding these bolts exhibited
significantly less damage than the toe tiles. Some spalling was also observed in the upper corner
boundary tiles and is attributed to bearing of the steel transfer cap (Figure 5.4).
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Figure 5.4: Photographs of damage in (a) the North side of the specimen, (b) the lower half of the
South side of the specimen, (c) a toe tile on the North side of the specimen, (d) a toe tile on the
South side of the specimen.

Visible damage was initially observed after the eighth cycle set during which an average
of 1.22% drift was reached. Initial damage was primarily cracking of grout between tiles; however,
a few small cracks were also observed in tiles at this stage of the test. The progression of damage
in the concrete tiles from the last four cycle sets (from approximately 1.22%-2.24% drift) can be
seen in Figure 5.5. As shown in the figure, the number of cracks increased as the drift value
increased. Cracking and spalling were present on both sides of the wall, but were more pronounced
on the south side. As discussed above, the spalling occurred at the toes and at one of the corner
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tiles at the top of the wall. The observed damage highlights a key advantage of TeSA, cracking in
a given tile typically did not propagate into the adjacent tile. Cracks tended to start and stop at the
tile edges.

Figure 5.5: Progression of damage after the 8th, 9th, 10th, and 11th loading cycle sets for the North
and South sides of the wall, respectively. Blue cracks represent existing cracks, red cracks
represent newly formed cracks, and grey area represents spalling.
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To characterize the damage, a scale was created based on recommendations found in
FEMA 306 (1999), FEMA BD-3.8.8 (2009), and FEMA BD-3.8.9 (2011). All of these documents
present recommendations for damage criteria for reinforced concrete walls with aspect ratios
similar to the test specimen. The damage observed in the TeSA wall did not fit squarely into any
of the categories suggested by these documents, so the suggested criteria for walls which fail most
similarly to the specimen were reviewed and used to define damage states for the TeSA wall. Crack
widths of 0.02 inches and 0.12 inches are commonly used thresholds and were therefore selected
to help develop the criteria in the current paper. The damage criteria and the recommended repair
methods for each category can be found in Table 5.2. The categorization in the table was applied
to the discrete tiles rather than the entire specimen. Therefore, various tiles in different damage
states can all exist in the wall simultaneously.

Table 5.2: Summary of damage states and relevant repair methods, color-coded by severity.
Damage State

Crack Size

Repair Method

No Damage

--

None

Slight

<0.02”

None

Moderate

≥0.02” and <0.12”

None

Significant

≥0.12”, some minor spalling

Epoxy injection and carbon
fiber wrap, as needed

Severe

Major spalling (>2” from corner)

Replace tile

Each tile was assigned to a damage category based on its largest crack or the presence of
spalling. Damage was assessed after each displacement set after unloading the specimen. The
progression of damage in terms of the damage criteria can be found in Figure 5.6. A darker shade
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in the figure indicates a worse damage state, as defined by Table 5.2. As discussed above, the most
severe damage is concentrated in the toe regions of the wall, and in a corner tile at the bearing of
the steel cap. The damage states of the tiles are generally but not strictly symmetric, with higher
levels of displacement in the later cycles corresponding to higher levels of damage.

Figure 5.6: Damage states after cycle sets 8, 9, 10, and 11 by tile as seen from the South side of
the wall. Darker green indicates a more severe damage state, as indicated by Table 5.2.

Load-Displacement Response
Testing was halted after a welded connection in the supporting base failed in tension during
the second cycle of the eleventh cycle set (Figure 5.7). Concrete spalling in the lower corner tiles
had occurred by this point and significant loss of wall capacity was imminent. The maximum drift
angle specified by the ACI protocol had been exceeded when testing was stopped. Based on the
observed trends in the response and the damage state of the wall, it is probable that additional
cycles would have resulted in a reduced load capacity but increasing displacement.
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Figure 5.7: Design of test base with cross-section. Location of failure which occurred in cycle set
11 is indicated.
The specimen’s lateral load-displacement hysteretic response is shown in Figure 5.8. The
basic shape of the hysteresis loop is as expected, with maximum lateral loads of 81.3 kips (362
kN) occurring in the tenth set of loading cycles in the push direction and 84.9 kips (378 kN) in the
eleventh set of cycles in the pull direction. A basic static analysis was performed to determine the
theoretical lateral load (approximately 50 kips) required to cause uplift to occur, as indicated by a
dashed line in Figure 5.8. Some residual displacement was observed, particularly in the last three
cycle sets. This indicates that the specimen experienced a loss in self-centering ability around
1.60% drift, which was approaching the maximum drift specified by the ACI protocol (1.73%).
Stiffening was observed at about 1.2% drift, particularly in cycle sets 9-11 (approximately 1.60%2.24% drift); this behavior is attributed to the bolts connecting the wall to the steel base being
engaged. Due to tolerances in the holes and both sizes the bolts were not engaged at lower drift
levels. The subsequent softening during the final cycle set may be attributed to these bolts yielding.
The backbone curve is also shown in Figure 5.8, indicating effectively symmetric behavior
in the push and pull directions, as well as similar lateral load capacities and maximum drift angles.
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The only major discrepancy between the push and pull directions was the peak load in the pull
direction of cycle set 11. This is the point in the bottom-left of the figure where the backbone curve
shows a strength gain. One possible explanation for this behavior is strain-hardening of the bolts
that connected the wall to the steel base. After the test, the bolts were removed and observed to
have experienced significant plastic deformation. Due to this, the peak load supported by the
specimen will be considered as 81.3 kips during the later discussion of a simplified model for
predicting flexural capacity.

Figure 5.8: Load-displacement response, including backbone curve.

Energy Dissipation
The relative energy dissipation ratio was calculated based on the procedure provided by
ACI ITG-5.1-07. This ratio is found by dividing the area of the last cycle in the hysteresis loop by
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the area of a parallelogram inscribed by the peak load of the final cycle set and the hypothetical
drift ratio found by unloading the final cycle at the initial stiffness exhibited by the specimen
(Figure 5.9). The resulting relative energy dissipation ratio calculated for the final cycle for this
specimen was 0.174. According to the ACI protocol, the minimum acceptable ratio for relative
energy dissipation during the final set of the final cycle of testing is 0.125, as lower ratios may
result in excessive deformations following an earthquake due to low-cycle fatigue effects;
therefore, the TeSA specimen exhibited an acceptable level of energy dissipation according to ACI
ITG-5.1-07.

Figure 5.9: Shapes used to calculate the relative energy dissipation ratio for the 11th cycle set; the
ratio is calculated as the area inside the hysteretic loop divided by the area inside the combined
parallelograms shown with dashed lines.
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Post-Tensioning Strand Stress
Recall that based on material testing results from a strand sample, the empirical ultimate
stress of the 0.6 inch diameter post-tensioning strands was 289 ksi (1990 MPa) and the empirical
yield stress was 258 ksi (1780 MPa). The two outermost strands were monitored throughout testing
using load cells (Figure 5.10). The peak stresses observed in the outermost west and east strands
during any load cycle were 268 ksi (1660 MPa) and 276 ksi (1900 MPa), respectively. It was
therefore determined that the outermost strands were likely yielding during the final cycle set,
which reached an average of 2.24% drift,. To approximate the experimental stress in the other 5
strands, the strand strain was assumed to vary linearly along the length of the wall. This assumption
will be discussed in the simplified flexural model section. Based on this assumption and the PCI
stress-strain model for strands (Precast/Prestressed Concrete Institute, 2010), the stress in the
strands adjacent to the outermost strands were calculated to be 244 ksi (1680 MPa) and 236 ksi
(1630 MPa). It was therefore considered unlikely that any strand other than the outermost strands
yielded during testing.
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Figure 5.10: Stress in outermost PT strands during testing.

Secant Stiffness
The loss of stiffness in the specimen over the course of testing was quantified by
determining the secant stiffness, a ratio of peak applied load to peak displacement, for each cycle
set (Ki). This secant stiffness for each cycle set was then normalized to K1, the secant stiffness
determined from the first load cycle set. Results are shown in Figure 5.11. As expected, a general
downward trend in the stiffness of the specimen can be observed during each cycle set. As the drift
ratio increased, the loss of stiffness decreased between each cycle set, particularly after cycle set
8 during which approximately 1.22% drift was reached. This was likely due to the formation of
cracks in the grout between tiles which became visible after the eighth cycle set. Once these cracks
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formed, the tiles were able to shift locally for the remainder of the cycle sets. This localized
behavior made the entire system more flexible, and the secant stiffness began to plateau.

Figure 5.11: Normalized secant stiffness of specimen as drift ratio increased.

5.4

SIMPLIFIED FLEXURAL CAPACITY MODEL
An iterative simplified approach was used to predict the flexural capacity of the reinforced

concrete TeSA shear wall. The term “simplified” is used to describe the model to differentiate
from the finite element model proposed by Syed (2021). The simplified model was guided by
Perez et al.’s (2007) approach for analyzing reinforced concrete walls with unbonded posttensioning. Their approach considered a trilinear idealization of wall behavior, which included (1)
a linear-elastic range up to the effective linear limit of the wall, (2) a linear stage from the wall’s
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effective linear limit to yielding of the PT steel, and (3) a linear plateau from the yielding of the
PT steel to crushing of the confined concrete. The simplified model presented here is based on the
PT steel yielding stage (stage 2) of the Perez model. Recall that the testing on the specimen
discussed throughout this chapter was halted very near the empirical yield stress of the PT strands.
Therefore, post-yielding behavior is not considered.
The model assumes that all of the tensile capacity of the wall is provided by the posttensioned strands, and all of the compressive strength is provided by the confined concrete in the
compression zone. Consistent with detailing of the TeSA specimen, it is assumed that no bond
exists between the PT strands and concrete. Any contribution to the wall’s capacity by the mild
reinforcement is neglected; it is assumed that flexural failure will occur at the base of the wall, and
no mild reinforcement is continuous through the foundation. Despite the observation of bolt
engagement in the last three cycle sets during testing, the contribution by the bolts connecting the
lowest level of tiles to the base were neglected to ensure a more conservative estimate. The contact
length of the wall with the base is calculated as the depth of the compression zone, while the rest
of the wall is assumed to experience linear rocking (Figure 5.12). It is also assumed that the wall
is under-reinforced, and therefore yielding of the outermost strand will occur before the concrete
at the toes crushes. Only the confined concrete is considered; cover is assumed to have spalled off.
This model differs slightly from the Perez et al. model due to the larger number of PT strands used.
Additionally, the unconfined concrete material properties are used for simplicity, as well as to
ensure a more conservative approach.
The procedure for the simplified flexural approach includes the following:
1. Calculate an initial “guess” for the contact length between the wall and base (i.e., depth
of compression block):
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1

Equation 5.2

𝑐 = 2.34567

8 9:

Where T represents the sum of the tensile forces in the PT strands at yield strength, β
is calculated based on f’c (the concrete compressive strength from material tests) using
ACI 318-19 Table 22.2.2.4.3, and tw is the thickness of the wall. The thickness is
measured from the center of the layers of confining reinforcement. For the initial guess,
it is assumed that all PT strands yield.

2. Find the uplift at the outermost strand, strand 1, assuming that it yields:

∆<= =

(𝑓@A − 𝑓@=C )
𝐻GHI
𝐸@

Equation 5.3

Where fpy represents the yield stress of the PT strand (obtained from material testing),
fp1i represents the effective stress in the strand at the beginning of testing, Ep represents
the elastic modulus of the PT steel, and Hunb represents the unbonded height of the PT
steel. The model assumes that wall capacity is controlled by yielding of the outermost
strand and that strands exhibit a perfectly elastic response up to yielding.

3. Find strain in each strand using material properties of steel and the uplift found in step
2. The strain in strand i can be found using the following equation:
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Equation 5.4

, 𝑙C > 0

, 𝑙C ≤ 0

Where li represents the distance from the end of the contact length (i.e. the wall neutral
axis) to the center of strand i.

4. Find tension force in each strand:

𝑇C = 𝜀@C ∗ 𝐸@ ∗ 𝐴@C

Equation 5.5

Where Api represents the area of PT strand i.

5. Find the new iterated contact length, ci, of the wall to the base:

𝑐H]( =

Σ𝑇C
0.85𝛽𝑓′a 𝑡(

Equation 5.6

6. Repeat steps 3 through 6 until the contact length converges. The final contact length
will be referred to as cllp. For the test wall, the contact length after the third iteration
converged to within 0.5% of the third iteration. The ratio of contact length to the total
length of the confined concrete was 0.192, which is within reason based on typical
values for rocking and hybrid-rocking walls.
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7. Calculate the moment contribution from each strand:

𝑎
𝑀HC = 𝑇C (𝑑C − )
2

Equation 5.7

Where di represents the distance from the edge of the confined concrete to the center
of strand i, and a represents the iterated length of the confined concrete stress block.
This distance is simply βcllp.

8. Calculate the total moment capacity of the specimen and corresponding base shear
capacity:

𝑉H =

hiQU

Equation 5.8

jkll

Where heff represents the effective height of the wall, calculated as the moment arm
between the line of action along which the load is applied and the line of action along
which the base shear resistance is provided.
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Figure 5.12: Assumed behavior of wall for simplified flexural model.

Applying this approach to the test specimen resulted in an expected flexural failure
at a base shear of approximately 91.4 kips. This calculated capacity is 12.4% higher than
the test capacity of the wall (81.3 kips). More details of the calculations performed for the
specimen can be found in Appendix A.
A few notes of caution should be discussed. The theoretical formulation included
multiple conservative assumptions to simplify the analysis. The bolts connecting the
lowest level of tiles were neglected, and the unconfined concrete strength was used to
determine the depth of the concrete bearing. Even with these conservative assumptions,
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the calculated theoretical capacity was 12.4% higher than the experiment. Considering the
bolts and confined concrete properties would have increased the discrepancy and made the
theoretical capacity more unconservative.
Lack of conservatism in the model is attributed to the assumption of linear rocking
at the base of the wall. In the experiment, it is likely that rotation of tiles occurred after
grout between the tiles was damaged (Figure 5.13). Indeed, opening and closing of cracks
at the tile interfaces was observed as the load changed from push to pull. Local rotation of
tiles affected contact with the base, thereby reducing the internal moment arm of the tension
reinforcement.

Figure 5.13: The assumption of linear rocking may result in unconservative capacity
estimates since local tile movements are not considered.

Another possible explanation for the unconservative estimate of the model was the
specimen’s violation of one of the model’s assumptions. While it is critical that the wall
should be under-reinforced and fail in flexure for the model to accurately to predict its
capacity, the specimen may have experienced crushing due to localized compression forces
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at its toe rather than flexural strain at the extreme fibers. This concern was validated by
strain data collected during testing, which indicated that strain at the extreme fibers of the
specimen had not yet reached crushing strain for reinforced concrete. Based on these
conditions and the higher-than-experimental theoretical capacity, the simplified model as
presented here is only recommended for calculating upper bound flexural capacity of TeSA
walls. It is also recommended that any post-tensioning losses be monitored throughout
testing to ensure a more realistic capacity estimate when validating such simplified models
in the future.

5.5

CONCLUSIONS
In this experiment, a novel tessellated structural-architectural shear wall was tested.

Overall, the TeSA specimen exhibited desirable structural behavior for a shear wall of its
material and geometric properties:
•

The specimen supported a peak lateral load of 84.9 kips (378 kN).

•

The average peak drift ratio achieved by the specimen in the final cycle set was
approximately 2.24%, which corresponds to 2.42 inches (6.15 cm) of lateral
displacement.

•

The relative energy dissipation ratio for the final cycle of loading for this specimen
was 0.174. This relative energy dissipation ratio is greater than the ACI specified
minimum value for this ratio (0.125), indicating that this specimen demonstrated a
desirable seismic response.
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•

A simplified approach for determining the flexural capacity of reinforced concrete
TeSA walls based on Perez et al. (2007) was compared to the test results. The model
was unconservative, but calculated the experimental capacity to within 13%. The
model is only recommended for estimating upper bound capacity of TeSA walls,
as it considers the wall as a rigid monolithic system and does not consider the local
rotation of individual tiles.

Forthcoming publications will discuss the repair and retesting of the TeSA shear wall
specimen. Additionally, shear testing has recently been completed on a TeSA beam
specimen constructed from the same precast tiles used to construct the TeSA wall specimen
discussed in the current chapter. The results from the shear testing were used to develop a
simplified shear model for TeSA precast structures, which will be discussed in Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER SIX
SHEAR CAPACITY OF A REINFORCED CONCRETE TESA SPECIMEN

The role of the author in the study presented in this chapter was to supervise this
research as part of a research experience for undergraduates (REU) project. Clemson
student Katie E. Bender was the REU student who took initiative in preparing specimens
under supervision of the dissertation author. Many of the figures presented here were used
in Bender’s poster presentation at the 2022 PCI Convention.

6.1

INTRODUCTION
Recall that one of the objectives of this dissertation is to develop a simple model to

determine the theoretical shear capacity of a reinforced concrete TeSA system. This chapter
will discuss the development of a modified shear-friction model, as well as an experiment
performed to determine the direct shear capacity of a precast concrete TeSA specimen
(Figure 6.1).
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Figure 6.1: Digital rendering of TeSA specimen used in shear test.

A modified version of the Iosipescu V-notched four-point bending shear test
method was implemented to ensure that the specimen would fail in shear (Iosipescue,
1967). This method was proposed by Iosipescu to directly measure the shear strength of
isotropic and homogenous materials of uniform thickness. In this test method, the shear
specimen usually has two 90-degree V-shaped notches on either side of the specimen to
generate near-uniform shear stresses at the designated failure plane. High magnitude forces
are applied just outside the notches, and lesser forces are applied at the end of the test
specimen. Thus, maximum shear occurs at the designated failure plane where theoretically
zero moment exists. Absence of moment from the point in the specimen where maximum
shear occurs removes of the influence of flexural stresses on the shear failure of the
specimen. The approach has been used in several recent studies to determine the shear
capacity of concrete specimens (Guenther, 2007; Guenther et al., 2016; Soltani et al.,
2017). Soltani et al. showed that the 90-degree notches were not required to ensure a shear
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failure at the desired location. All of these studies were considered when designing the
experimental design for testing the shear capacity of the TeSA specimen (Figure 6.2).

Figure 6.2: Modified version of Iosipescu's V-notched four-point bending shear test
method used to test the TeSA specimen.
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6.2

SPECIMEN CONSTRUCTION AND TEST METHOD
The tiles used to fabricate this specimen were cast at the same time as the tiles used

in the shear wall specimen discussed in chapters 5 and 6. The same material properties
apply as in the wall tiles. Similar challenges during construction were also encountered,
such as the alternating TIF and BIF faces due to the tile draft (Figure 6.3).

Figure 6.3: Top in Form (TIF) and Bottom in Form (BIF) tiles in specimen.

A wide-flange steel beam was used as a test base to provide strength and stability
during construction and testing. Steel bearing plates were used to transfer the load between
the specimen and the four steel rollers, which served as pins at the four load points (Figure
6.4). At the top of the specimen, hydrostone was applied between the bearing plates and
drafted edges of the tiles to maintain a level surface. Similarly, neoprene pads were
installed between the tiles and bearing plates at the bottom of the specimen. As in the shear
wall specimen, grout was placed between tiles maintain an average spacing of 0.375 inches
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at each interface. The grout strictly provided a transfer mechanism for compressive forces,
with no intention of providing tensile capacity across the tile-to-tile interfaces.

Figure 6.4: Digital rendering of final specimen prior to testing. The wooden supports (tan
in the figure) were used to support the specimen during construction, but were removed
prior to testing.

Two tests were conducted on the specimen. In the first test, the specimen was
horizontally post-tensioned using three ¾” diameter threaded rods that ran through the
longitudinal PVC pipes in the tiles. Each rod was tensioned to approximately 13 kips using
turn-of-the-nut tensioning, resulting in a clamping force equal to approximately 4% of the
compressive strength of the concrete. The tensioning process was calibrated for the
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specimen, rods, and nuts using a load cell. The first test was a proof test during which the
specimen behavior was linear elastic and was performed with the intention that the
specimen would not be damaged prior to testing without post-tensioning. For the second
test, the post-tension force was removed, and the specimen was loaded to failure.
In both tests, the specimen was tested using the experimental setup shown in
Figures 6.5 and 6.6. A vertical point load was applied to a steel spreader beam on top of
the specimen using a hydraulic actuator. The loads transferred to the specimen at each of
the spreader’s supports, as well as the reaction forces at the supports below the specimen,
were calculated using basic statics.
The load from the hydraulic actuator was applied directly above the intended shear
failure plane between the I-shaped tiles at the middle of the specimen. Two linear
potentiometers were installed to measure tile slip at the interface. The overall vertical
displacement of the specimen as well as the size of gap openings between tiles was also
monitored at several locations. Four strain gages were attached to the specimen
perpendicular to anticipated shear cracking. The load applied by the hydraulic jack was
recorded using a digital pressure gauge. Instrumentation was calibrated directly prior to
testing to ensure accuracy of data collected. Instrumentation was included on both sides of
the specimen to create a redundant system for data collection.
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Figure 6.5: Instrumentation used during testing of specimen.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.6: (a) Right side view and (b)left side view of specimen in final loading
configuration with all instrumentation directly before start of testing.

6.3

RESULTS AND DICUSSION

Test 1
During the first test, which included post-tensioning, the specimen was loaded to a
peak shear force of 42.7 kips. The specimen did not demonstrate any signs of failure. The
load-displacement response can be found in Figure 6.7. The initial stiffening behavior at
shear lower than 5 kips was attributed to the compression of the neoprene bearing pads at
the lower supports. It is unlikely that “settling” of the tiles occurred at such low loads, as
the grout was not yet crushed and continued to maintain the average 0.375 inches between
tiles. The load was applied in steps, which accounted for the unloading/reloading behavior
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leading up to peak shear. After reaching the peak shear force, the specimen was unloaded
and the post-tensioning force was released.
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Figure 6.7: Shear force at interface vs. average vertical displacement of specimen during
Test 1.
Test 2
The second shear test was conducted without post-tensioning present. The second
test resulted in a peak shear force of 54.6 kips. The load-displacement response was
monitored real-time during testing, and the load was removed after it became obvious from
the load-displacement response that the peak capacity had been reached. The loaddisplacement behavior of the specimen during Test 2 can be found in Figure 6.8. Initial
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stiffening can again be observed while the bearing pads were compressed. Thereafter,
behavior of the specimen remained effectively linear-elastic until a shear force of
approximately 49 kips was reached. The displacement behavior after the crack formed at
49 kips is suspect because the cracks occurred in the vicinity of the instrumentation. At this
instant, shear cracks were observed in the top and bottom tiles within the high-shear region
between the inner load points. The specimen continued to take more load until reaching its
peak internal shear capacity of 54.6 kips, at which point significant softening occurred due
to major cracking in the shear plane and the specimen was unloaded.
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Figure 6.8: Shear force at interface vs. average vertical displacement of specimen during
Test 2.
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Figure 6.9 shows the gap opening between the lower “C” shaped tiles (see
instrumentation in Figure 6.4) as a function of the applied shear force. The opening was
negligible until the shear reached approximately 20 kips, beyond which it opened wider
with increasing load. The gap continued to grow until the shear reached 49 kips and the
gap reached 0.9 in. Similar behavior can be observed in the interface slip data shown in
Figure 6.10. Tiles on either side of the interface moved relative to each other after the shear
reached 20 kips. Another change of slip behavior is observed at a shear of 49 kips when
cracks formed in the tiles. One of the linear potentiometers (LP2) used to measure slip
malfunctioned after measuring approximately 0.6 inches of displacement; affected data
was removed for clarity.
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Figure 6.9: Interface shear vs. gap opening at bottom of specimen. LP6 and LP7 measured
the same gap on opposite sides of the specimen.
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Figure 6.10: Interface shear vs. vertical slip between tiles at the shear interface. LP2 and
LP3 measured slip at the same interface on opposite sides of the specimen.

As shown in Figure 6.11, cracking and spalling occurred in the top and bottom “C”
shaped tiles at the anticipated shear failure plane. The relative slip between the two Ishaped tiles can also be observed in the figures. Small cracks were observed in other
locations and tiles but were minor compared to the damage in the “C” tiles.
Recall that the first test included horizontal post-tensioning, was stopped when the
shear reached 42.7 kips, and did not result in any visible cracking. In contrast, the second
test had no post-tensioning, reach a peak shear capacity of 54.6 kips, and resulted in
extensive damage. The contrast between these tests demonstrates the positive effect of
post-tensioning on damage resistance. The minor cracking and interface slip observed after
approximately 20 kips of shear in the second test were not observed in the first test. It is
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expected that the specimen in its post-tensioned condition would have exceeded the shear
capacity at which the specimen failed during the second test if it were loaded to failure.

Figure 6.11: Specimen after testing to shear failure (without PT) and removal of
instrumentation.

6.4

THEORETICAL SHEAR CAPACITY
A simple theoretical model based on the shear friction method is proposed to determine

the direct shear capacity of tessellated reinforced concrete structures. According to Chapter
22.9.1.1 in ACI 318-19, the shear friction method can be used “to consider shear transfer
across any given plane, such as an existing or potential crack, an interface between
dissimilar materials, or an interface between two concretes cast at different times”
(American Concrete Institute, 2019). In the case of a monolithic specimen, this method
might be used to calculate shear capacity after the concrete is cracked. Resistance is
provided by friction between the surfaces formed by the cracked concrete; additional
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resistance is provided by the flexural capacity of the reinforcement. In the case of a TeSA
specimen, this method can be used to include the additional frictional resistance provided
at the tile-tile interface.
Figure 6.12 shows the monolithic portions of the cross-section of the shear specimen
across the shear plane, as well as the smooth tile-tile interface. These must be identified in
order to use the proposed model.

Figure 6.12: Cross-section of specimen through shear plane.
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The model considers two conditions:
•

Under the first condition, it is assumed that the tiles which have a monolithic crosssection through the anticipated shear failure plane have not yet cracked. Only the
frictional resistance of the tile-tile interface portion of the section is considered, so
a shear friction coefficient of 0.6 (smooth concrete-concrete interface) is used; this
resistance is then discretely added to the resistance provided by the concrete in the
continuous tiles. This reasoning produces Equation 6.1, which can be used to
determine the uncracked shear capacity:
𝑉H= = 0.6 𝐴@n 𝑓@] + 2o(𝑓 7 𝑐 )𝐴pqHq

Where:

Equation 6.2

Vn1=

Nominal shear capacity of uncracked section

Aps=

Cross-sectional area of PT steel perpendicular to shear plane

fpe=

Effective stress of PT steel

f’c=

Specified compressive strength of concrete

Amono= Cross-sectional area of monolithic concrete

•

Under the second condition, it is assumed that the monolithic tiles have cracked
and thus the frictional resistance provided by the cracked interfaces should be
included; therefore, two shear coefficients are required to properly portray the
behavior of the critical sections. 1.4 (monolithic concrete) will be used for the
continuous tiles, and 0.6 (smooth concrete-concrete) will be used for the tile-tile
interfaces. It is proposed that these values be used to determine a unique friction
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coefficient for each section using a weighted average (Equation 6.2). This
coefficient can then be used in Equation 6.3 to determine nominal cracked shear
capacity:
𝜇=

1.4𝐴pqHq + 0.6𝐴HqHupqHq
𝐴vwqnn

Equation 6.3

𝑉Hx = 𝜇y𝐴n 𝑓A + 𝐴@n 𝑓@] z

Where:

Equation 6.3

Vn2=

Nominal shear capacity of cracked section

𝜇=

Friction coefficient for section

As =

Cross-sectional area of mild steel perpendicular to shear
plane

fy =

Specified yield stress of mild steel

Anon-mono= Area of non-monolithic concrete interface
Agross=

•

Gross area of section

The lesser of Vn1 and Vn2 is taken as the theoretical shear capacity.

Table 6.1 compares the theoretical capacities with the experimental results. For Test 2, the
theoretical capacity was conservative relative to the peak experimental shear force causing
failure. The specimen did not fail during test one and likely would have supported
additional load if the test was not stopped. More details of these calculations can be found
in Appendix A.
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Table 6.1: Summary of nominal and experimental shear capacities for both tested
conditions. *The peak shear force was insufficient to cause failure or even visible cracking
during the first test. It is expected that the specimen would have exhibited a much larger
capacity if loaded to failure in the first test.

Test

Vn1
(kips)

Vexp,cr,
Shear
force at
which
cracking
occurred

Vexp,cr/Vn1

Vn2
(kips)

Vexp, Peak
experimental
shear force
(kips)

Vexp/Vn2

1 (with PT)

32.8

None*

NA

84.5

42.7*

0.5

2 (without
PT)

9.4

49

5.2

48.6

54.5

1.33

In the case of this TeSA specimen, this model provided conservative estimates for
the condition without post-tensioning. However, a note of caution should be discussed. It
is possible that shear friction force and concrete shear strength are sequential elements of
the shear capacity of such a specimen, rather than additive elements. In other words, when
examining condition 1 (before cracking), once the force required to engage the tensile
contribution of the concrete has been reached, the frictional capacity of the interface has
already been overcome. This factor is outside the scope of this dissertation, but should be
considered in future testing.
The simplified model was also applied to the TeSA shear wall discussed in Chapter
5 to determine its theoretical shear capacity. Two critical sections near the base of the wall
were examined to determine which would have the lower shear capacity (Figure 6.13).
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Figure 6.13: Critical sections used to calculate the shear capacity of the TeSA wall.

Not surprisingly, the theoretical shear capacity (107 kips) of the TeSA wall was estimated
to be higher than the flexural capacity. The results of this analysis can be found in Table
6.2. More details for these calculations can be found in Appendix A.

Table 6.2: Summary of nominal shear capacity calculations for TeSA wall specimen.
Section

Vn1 (kips)

Vn2 (kips)

Section 1

107

151

Section 2

111

220

6.5

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A four-point loading scheme was used to test the direct shear capacity of a precast

TeSA specimen. The first test included post-tensioning to strengthen the specimen. The
post-tensioning was removed for the second test. A simple theoretical model for shear
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capacity of a TeSA structure based on the shear-friction method was proposed and
compared to the experimental results.
•

The post-tensioning had a positive effect on the damage resistance of the specimen.
No damage was observed in the test with post-tensioning, and the specimen was
loaded to a shear force of 42.7 kips.

•

For the second test, the post-tensioning was removed and the specimen failed at a
peak shear force of 54.6 kips. Failure was precipitated by severe cracking in the
tiles within the high shear region.

•

The proposed theoretical model provided conservative estimates of shear capacity.
The ratio of nominal-to-theoretical ultimate shear capacity was 1.33 for the
condition without post-tensioning.

•

The proposed theoretical model was also used to estimate the capacity of the shear
wall discussed in Chapter 5. As expected, the high capacity predicted by the model
(107 kips) indicates that the wall should have failed in flexure rather than shear.

6.6
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CHAPTER SEVEN
PILOT STUDY: INTERDISCIPLINARY COLLABORATION ON A TESA PROJECT

7.1

INTRODUCTION
One of the objectives of this research is to investigate how a collaborative TeSA

project may improve interdisciplinary competence and teamwork effectiveness of
architectural and structural engineering students. To do this, a mixed methods study was
performed; however, a pilot study was first conducted to trouble-shoot the collaborative
project before implementing it on a larger scale. The author essentially performed a “test
run” of the project with an Architecture Structures 1 class (ARCH 2700), introductory
structural analysis course, and a Civil Engineering Structural Analysis class (CE 3010) one
semester before the full study was conducted. This pilot study was conducted during the
COVID-19 pandemic (Fall 2020), and was thus completely virtual. Feedback on the project
was collected from the students during a debriefing session at the end of the project in order
to make necessary adjustments before implementing the project for data collection the
following semester.

7.2

METHODOLOGY

The Students
12 students participated in the pilot study. The sampling was non-random. 8 of the
students were ARCH 2700 students. The students in the class were given the option of 3
different project topics; the 8 who signed up for an interdisciplinary group project
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participated in the pilot study. These architecture students were allowed to sign up with a
partner of their choosing. The other 4 students were Honors students in CE 3010. Honors
students at Clemson University often have special projects in their classes that the nonHonors students are not required to complete. The TeSA project was the special Honors
project for CE 3010 the semester that the pilot study was conducted. These engineering
students were randomly assigned to their groups for the project.
These 12 students were split into 4 teams, each with 2 architecture students and 1
engineering student. The teams were tasked with working closely across disciplines on a
project based on a heavily interdisciplinary topic; each group designed a precast TeSA
shear wall, much like the one discussed in Chapters 4 and 5.
The Project
TeSA is a relatively nascent concept; as such, the concept was new to both the
architecture and structural engineering students. A Zoom meeting was held outside of class
time and attended by all participants; at this time, the students were provided with contact
information for their group members during this meeting. Then, the author explained the
overall concept of TeSA and introduced the project requirements. A copy of the project
requirements as provided to the students can be found in Appendix B. The author also gave
an overview of the technical aspects of TeSA shear wall analysis for the engineering
students, and discussed the desirable qualities of tessellated patterns for precast shear walls
for the architecture students. For example, designing orthogonally rotated patterns with
easily identified critical sections would simplify the analysis for the structural engineers.
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The students were given 3 weeks to complete their tasks, with one “check-in” with
the author after approximately a week to help facilitate proactivity. The architecture
students in each group designed a tessellated pattern for a TeSA wall with provided
parameters such as overall dimensions and material properties. Ideally, the engineering
students were involved from the beginning to provide input on the design from an analysis
standpoint. The engineering students then performed the structural analysis of this wall
using the method learned during the Zoom meeting. These students were also provided
with an example solution for a hypothetical wall design created by the author to help guide
them through this analysis process. The method used by the engineering students for the
flexural analysis involved identifying possible critical sections of the TeSA wall design
based on the amount of continuous reinforcement in the cross-section, then analyzing the
wall as if it were a monolithic reinforced concrete shear wall (this is not the simplified
model discussed in Chapter 5). The students also checked the shear capacity of the wall
using the model presented in Chapter 6. If the capacity of the designed wall did not surpass
a given design load, the engineering students worked with the architecture students on their
team to refine the pattern design.
Deliverables
Upon completion of the project, each team submitted a brief report with their
engineering calculations justifying their tessellated pattern choice. Sample designs
submitted by the students can be found in Figure 7.1.
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Figure 7.1: TeSA shear wall designs submitted by pilot study students.

The students also gave a 5-10 minute presentation via Zoom to a small panel which
consisted of the author, the instructor of CE 3010, and a faculty member with experience
in both architecture and structural engineering. The students’ presentations included a
breakdown of their design process, justification of their final design, and list of lessons
learned. At this time, students were asked to describe their experiences and provide
feedback on the project.

7.3

DISCUSSION
Although the reports were collected to verify that the students completed all of the

required tasks for the project, the feedback provided by the students during the presentation
and debriefing session was found to be more useful in evaluating the strengths and
weaknesses of the TeSA project. Upon reviewing the student feedback, two main themes
emerged: interdisciplinarity and practical application of theory.
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Interdisciplinarity
All of the students mentioned interdisciplinarity in their project feedback. Some of
these students addressed the learning process of working with students from another
discipline. For example, one of the architecture students said, “It was definitely a good
exercise in going back and forth with a structural engineer because that’s not something
you would get out of an internship, but further down the line in your career you’ll definitely
have to deal with that.” Other students focused more on the interdisciplinary nature of the
TeSA concept itself. For example, one engineering student remarked, “Normally in our
analysis and mechanics classes it’s just monolithic walls, so this was this first time I’ve
gotten to design something with this level of architectural complexity.” Overall, the
students had positive comments about their interactions with interdisciplinarity during this
experience.
Practical Application
Many of the students showed enthusiasm regarding the chance to apply theoretical
concepts to a practical design. For example, one of the architecture students commented
that “it was nice to have something a little more “real-world”.” Likewise, one of the
engineering students said, “I’m getting my architecture minor… it was cool to be able to
jump into architecture with something more practical.” Another engineering student
remarked, “it was nice to have a practical application of all the structures classes we’ve
taken… this [project] is idealized to a certain extent, but this is our first taste of a real
design.” Although the students from both disciplines will have the chance to participate in
design-based courses as they finish their degrees, many of them had never encountered a
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practical application of their theoretical knowledge before this project. Indeed,
participating in the TeSA project may have been their only opportunity to perform practical
design in an interdisciplinary setting before entering the workforce.

7.4

CONCLUSIONS
A pilot study was conducted to develop an interdisciplinary TeSA project to be

used later in a mixed methods study. Several challenges were encountered, such as the
small number of participating students, limited time frame, interdepartmental coordination,
and COVID-19 related problems (the project was conducted virtually). These challenges
proved to be more of an annoyance than a hindrance; however, it was the author’s hope
that some of these challenges could be addressed in the mixed methods study.
Unfortunately, many of the same conflicts existed due to the circumstances under which
both studies were conducted. This will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 8. Despite
the minor challenges, student feedback regarding the pilot study project was very positive.
Students were excited about the opportunity to engage in an interdisciplinary project that
provided them with the opportunity to apply their theoretical knowledge in a practical
design scenario.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
IMPACT OF A TESA PROJECT ON THE TEAMWORK EFFECTIVENESS AND
INTERDISCIPLINARY COMPETENCE OF ARCHITECTURE AND STRUCTURAL
ENGINEERING STUDENTS

8.1

INTRODUCTION
One of the goals of the current dissertation is to explore a relationship between

participating in a collaborative TeSA project and achieving improved teamwork
effectiveness and interdisciplinary competence. To do this, a quasi-experimental mixed
methods study was performed in a civil engineering course and an architecture course at
Clemson University. The study was conducted during the COVID-19 pandemic (spring
2021), and was thus conducted virtually. This chapter will discuss the experimental
methods and results of this study, as well as recommendations for future studies and
implementation in the classroom.

8.2

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
The primary guiding theoretical framework for this research is adapted from a

combination of assertions made by Lattuca et al. (2004) and a pilot study performed by
Cotantino et al. (2010). Lattuca’s theory-based research suggests that a “combination of
interdisciplinary topics and intentional pedagogy may promote learning better than either
in isolation”. In other words, introducing interdisciplinary collaboration can do more for
the students than even the most stellar teaching. Cotantino’s pilot study (discussed in
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Chapter 2) found that, despite differences in the approaches taken to a project by art majors
and environmental engineering majors, students overall felt that they benefitted from their
collaborative classroom. It is the researcher’s prediction that introducing a collaborative
project for undergraduate architecture and structural engineering students would improve
their teamwork effectiveness and interdisciplinary competence, while side-stepping some
major logistical challenges faced when creating a collaborative semester-long course.
Teamwork Effectiveness
The guiding theory used to evaluate teamwork effectiveness is the developmental
theory for the CATME, a tool for measuring teamwork effectiveness which was briefly
introduced in Chapter 2. The CATME was created by Loughry et al. (2007) to assess five
major areas which contribute to individual team member effectiveness. These five areas
are:
1. Contributing to the team’s work
2. Interacting with teammates
3. Keeping the team on track
4. Expecting quality work
5. Having relevant knowledge, skills, and abilities (KSAs)
This model was used to develop the CATME peer evaluation for use by individual team
members to analyze themselves and their teammates. This evaluation has since been well
established in the research as a valuable tool for evaluating team effectiveness. For
example, educational researchers at Chulalongkorn University in Bangkok determined that
the CATME evaluation served as an effective way to measure team effectiveness for
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mechanical engineering student teams while reducing researcher workload (even with a
language barrier) (Maneeratana & Srepakagorn, 2009). Another recent example from
Braender and Naples’ study suggested that the CATME survey was not only a good
measure of team effectiveness, but it also assisted groups with their own conflict resolution
(2019).
Interdisciplinary Competence
The guiding theory for the evaluation of interdisciplinary competence is derived
from work by Lattuca et al. (2012). Recall from chapter 2 that Lattuca et al. aimed to define
interdisciplinary competence and develop an instrument to evaluate it. An Interdisciplinary
Competence survey was distributed to undergraduate students across various engineering
disciplines at a number of universities. Three scale factors emerged from the results of
Lattuca et al.’s survey, but the Interdisciplinary Skills scale was found to have the most
construct validity. Although the IC survey is a relatively new instrument, recall that Lattuca
et al. (2012) investigated its reliability and construct validity in an expansive study. It has
since been used by Lattuca et al. further to evaluate the impact of certain undergraduate
experiences on student interdisciplinary competence (2017). A slightly modified version
of the Interdisciplinary Skills scale was used as a measure of interdisciplinary competence
in the experiment in the current chapter, and will be discussed in more detail in the
Methodology section.
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8.3

RESEARCH QUESTIONS
The framework discussed in the previous section was used to develop the quasi-

experimental study that will be discussed forthwith. The research questions to be explored
in this portion of the dissertation were three-fold:
1. Does participating in an interdisciplinary team project based on the TeSA concept
impact teamwork effectiveness and/or interdisciplinary competence in architecture
and civil engineering undergraduate students?
2. What aspects of the project presented the biggest challenges and learning
opportunities?
3. What recommendations should be given to future instructors considering the
implementation of a similar TeSA-based project for these groups of students?

8.4

METHODOLOGY

Sampling
The sampling for this study was non-random, making this a quasi-experimental
study. At the time the study was conducted, the author was a co-instructor for Structures I
(ARCH 2700), a team-taught, project-based learning (PjBL) course for undergraduate
architecture students at Clemson University. The course is best described as an introductory
structural analysis course. The author incorporated the TeSA project into the ARCH 2700
curriculum to ensure ample participation by architecture students. The project was also
implemented in Structural Loads and Systems (CE 4080), a structural engineering class
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which is available to undergraduate and graduate students in the Glenn Department of Civil
Engineering.
Though the sampling was non-random, the assignment of students to treatment and
control groups was random. Group assignment will be discussed in more detail in the next
subsection.
Method Overview
First, all students completed an IC Pre-survey, which was based on the
Interdisciplinary Skills portion of the IC Survey. Several free-response prompts were added
to aid in the interpretation of the results. Next, the undergraduate architecture and structural
engineering students were randomly assigned to either a control or treatment group. The
treatment group students were broken intro groups of 3 (2 architects:1 engineer) who
completed a cross-disciplinary group project based on the heavily discipline-integrated
topic of TeSA systems over a period of two weeks. This version of the project will be
referred to as “Project A.” Meanwhile, the control group also completed a TeSA project;
however, they completed a modified version of the project which had tasks specific to their
discipline. The architecture students worked in pairs, and the engineering students worked
individually due to the limited number of participants. This version of the project will be
referred to as “Project B.”
For both versions of the TeSA project, architecture students were allowed to select
their own partners. These pairs were then randomly assigned to Project A or B. The
engineering students were also randomly assigned to Project A or B as individuals. The
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engineering students completing Project A were also randomly assigned to the pairs of
architecture students who were completing Project A.
After completing the TeSA project, all students were then randomly assigned to
new 3-person groups (2 architects:1 engineer) within either the treatment or control group.
Over the next two weeks, these new groups completed an interdisciplinary truss design
activity. Finally, all students completed a CATME evaluation to evaluate the members of
their truss activity group, as well as an IC Post-Survey about the entire experience (Figure
8.1).

Figure 8.1: Quasi-Experimental design diagram. NOTE: Students who elected not to have
their responses recorded are not included in the number of participants.

TeSA Project
Since the structural applications of tessellations are largely unexplored, this subject
matter was unfamiliar to both groups of students. In the pilot study discussed in Chapter 7,
a Zoom meeting was held to introduce the topic of TeSA and provide project guidelines.
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However, due to the logistical challenges resulting from the much larger sample of students
in this study, a video was instead created by the author that explained the overall concept
of TeSA and introduced the tasks to be completed for each version of the project. During
this video, the author introduced the technical aspects of TeSA shear wall analysis for the
engineering students, and discussed the desirable qualities of tessellated patterns for the
architecture students. At this time, the students learned which project they were to
complete, and were provided with contact information for their randomly assigned group
members (if applicable).
Project A
The project completed by students assigned to Project A was nearly identical to the
TeSA project described in detail in Chapter 7. However, students were given only 2 weeks
to complete the project in this study due to conflicts with other required curriculum in the
courses. Due to this shorter timeline, each team was only required to submit a brief report
with their engineering calculations justifying their tessellated pattern choice. There were
no presentations to a panel, as there were in the pilot study. Additionally, the check-ins that
were held by the author after one week during the pilot study were determined to be
unnecessary since the students only had 2 weeks to complete the project.
Project B
The control group completed a similar set of tasks; however, some adjustments
were made to allow students to complete only the portion of the project appropriate for
their discipline. Architecture students designed 5 tessellated patterns for a TeSA wall based
on the principles discussed in the introductory video. They did not get input from any
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engineering students. These architecture students also submitted a report justifying their
designs. Engineering students were given TeSA walls with 2 different tessellated patterns
to analyze. The students found the shear and moment capacities for both of these designs,
and submitted a technical report summarizing their results.
Truss Design Activity
The truss design activity was loosely based on a truss design project already used
by instructors of Structures I in the architecture department at Clemson University. Truss
design is a topic that both the architectural and structural engineering students were already
familiar with. As discussed above, students were randomly divided into teams of three,
each with two architecture and one structural engineering students. Students in the
treatment group were assigned to new teams within the treatment group, and students in
the control group were assigned to new teams within the control group.
The students were given a few basic requirements for their truss design. The truss
was required to span 100 feet and support two point loads at given locations. Material and
geometric properties were defined in the project prompt by the author. Architectural
students were tasked with designing the aesthetic appearance of the truss with input from
the engineering students regarding structural stability. The structural engineering students
then performed a structural analysis of the design to check for proper member sizing.
Students were allowed to use a free online 2D truss analysis software (Valdivia, n.d.) to
guide their designs. Once all of the students completed the activity, all individuals in both
the treatment and control groups assessed their teams’ performance by completing the
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CATME evaluation immediately after participating in the activity. The students also
completed an IC Post-survey at this time.
Data Collection Instruments
As aforementioned, data collection instruments included the CATME peer
evaluation and the IC Pre- and Post-survey. Both of these instruments are Likert-scale
surveys, with the exception of the free-response questions added to the IC Pre- and Postsurvey. Copies of these instruments can be found in Appendix B. It should be noted that
the IC Pre- and Post-Surveys were used to collect data about the entire 4-week experience,
but the CATME was used by the students to evaluate the members of their truss activity
groups. The report submitted for the two-week project and the final truss design were also
collected; however, the purpose of these submissions were primarily to provide evidence
that the students actually participated in and completed the assignment. All students
received grades on the assignments; however, it was made clear to the students that electing
not to be a participant in the study would not affect their grades.
Quality Considerations
Borrego et al. (2009) suggests four criteria for educational quantitative research
quality: validity, generalizability, reliability, and objectivity. These four criteria were used
to guide the research design to ensure quality (see Appendix C). For example, random
group assignment was used to support objectivity; the students were not assigned to the
treatment or control groups based on any judgment made by the researcher. Additionally,
the CATME was chosen as an instrument to measure teamwork effectiveness in order to
support reliability and validity, as it is considered a well-established instrument for this
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variable. The interdisciplinary skills portion of the IC survey is not as established as the
CATME as it is a relatively new instrument; however, it has been checked by Lattuca et
al. (2012) for reliability and validity in a large study. The reassignment of student teams
within the treatment and control groups for the truss design activity also supports validity.
Students might become well-accustomed to working with particular classmates; random
reassignment of teams helped to prevent a false positive due to this possible confounding
factor. Another choice validity was collecting qualitative data in addition to the quantitative
data. While this should not have affected the results of the experiment, it provided valuable
insight when interpreting the results of the experiment.
Several inevitable threats to quality also exist within the design of this study. For
example, non-random sampling is a threat to generalizability. Since few professors would
have been willing to give up two weeks of regular curriculum to participate in the
experiment, the sampling pool was limited. However, this threat was somewhat negated by
limiting the population to which this research can be transferred to Clemson University
architecture and structural engineering students. Another threat to validity was allowing
the architecture students to remain in pairs they had already worked in for the first stage of
the experiment. This decision was made at the request of the leading instructor for
continuity (recall that the experiment was performed in a co-taught environment). The
random assignment of these pairs to the treatment and control groups, as well as the random
assignment of the engineering students to the interdisciplinary groups, was done in an
attempt to minimize this threat.
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8.5

QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS
This section will discuss the quantitative data collected (CATME peer evaluation

results and the IC Pre- and Post-survey results), as well as the results of significance tests
performed for differences between the treatment and control groups. Results for
architecture students and engineering students will also be examined individually. Of the
54 architecture students, 100% participated in both the CATME and IC Pre- and PostSurvey. Of the 30 engineering students, 100% participated in the CATME. However, 2 of
these students did not complete the IC surveys, resulting in a 93.3% engineering student
response rate for this instrument.
Before performing significance tests to compare CATME scores between treatment
and control groups, the skewness (γ) and kurtosis (K) of each distribution were checked to
verify the approximation of normality. 3 of the 8 distributions (architecture self- and peerevaluation scores in the treatment group and engineering self-evaluation scores in the
control group) met the selected conditions for normal approximation (|γ| ≤ 1 and |K| ≤ 3).
However, based on the visible skewness of the data in combination with the relatively small
sample sizes used in this study, it was determined that the most appropriate significance
test for all distributions would be a nonparametric test. Therefore, the scores of the control
and treatment groups on the CATME evaluation were compared in a one-tailed MannWhitney U test with a standard significance value of α=0.05. The null and alternative
hypotheses used were as follows:
H0: The rank of the CATME evaluation scores of the treatment group are less than
or equal to those of the control group.
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Ha: The rank of the CATME evaluation scores of the treatment group are greater
than those of the control group.
All of the distributions of the IC survey score growth (Post-Pre) except for the
growth of the IC scores of the engineering students in the treatment group also met the
skewness and kurtosis conditions for a normal approximation, but a nonparametric
significance test was again selected for the same reasoning as above. The growth of the
scores of the control and treatment groups between the IC Pre- and Post-surveys were
therefore compared in a one-tailed Mann-Whitney U test with α=0.05 and the following
null and alternative hypotheses:
H0: The rank of the difference between IC Pre- and Post-survey scores for the
treatment group is less than or equal to that of the control group.
Ha: The rank of the difference between IC Pre- and Post-survey scores for of the
treatment group is greater than that of the control group.
If a false positive were to occur due to the use of a higher significance level of α,
students may unnecessarily receive an increase in collaborative teamwork activities in the
future. In other words, the only harm that could be done is to spend unnecessary time
working collaboratively on a project such as the one used as the treatment in this study.
However, a lower α value would more likely result in a false negative, resulting in a lack
of collaborative activities between architectural and structural engineering students whom
it would benefit. The significance level of α=0.05 was selected to balance the risks of the
possible error outcomes while maximizing the power of the tests performed.
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CATME Results
Figure 8.2 shows box-and-whisker plots for the CATME results of the treatment
and control groups, respectively. The total score for each student was calculated by adding
their scores for each individual prompt; the maximum possible score is 165. For the most
part, each distribution is left-skewed. Most of the score distributions also have low outliers.
Due to these distribution shapes, median scores and ranks will be compared, rather than
mean scores. For both architecture and engineering students, the median total CATME selfevaluation score was higher for the treatment group than the control group. In contrast,
both groups had median peer-evaluation scores that were lower in the treatment group than
the control group.

(a)
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(b)
Figure 8.2: Box and whisker plots of CATME total score results from (a) architecture
students and (b) engineering students.

As discussed above, the Whitney-Mann U test for significance was performed at a
significance level of α=0.05 to evaluate the difference between the treatment and control
groups. 3 of the distributions were approximated as normal due to the size of the samples
(n>20), and z-scores were thus calculated as follows to compare the ranks of these
distributions rather than comparing the U values to a critical value:

𝑧=

(Q} ∙QR )
•

|u

Equation 8.1

€
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Where U represents the Mann-Whitney U test statistic, na represents the sample size of the
treatment group being examined, nb represents the sample size of the control group being
examined, and σ represents the standard deviation of the difference between the two
distributions.
The only distributions which could not be approximated as normal were those of
the engineering student self-evaluation scores; for this comparison, the U test statistic was
calculated and compared to the appropriate critical value based on the sample sizes and
significance level.
Table 8.1 lists the results of the significance tests for each distribution comparison.
None of the tests resulted in a significant difference between the CATME scores of the
treatment and control groups. There is therefore not sufficient evidence to suggest that
students who participate in the interdisciplinary TeSA project have higher self- or peerevaluation scores on the CATME than those who participate in a discipline-specific project
at the α=0.05 significance level. However, a trend was observed in the difference of the
architecture students self-evaluation scores (shaded in gray). Architecture students in the
treatment group tended to evaluate themselves more highly than those in the control group.
For the purposes of this chapter, results which were significant at a level of α=0.1 will be
considered results with trends, and will be used to aid in the thematic analysis discussed in
the “Quantitative Analyses” section.
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Table 8.1: Significance test results for CATME total score comparisons. Data with trends
shaded in grey.
Groups Compared
(Treatment vs. Control)
Architecture SelfEvaluation

Z-score
1.299

Critical
Value

0.097

-

-

-

103

72

-0.912

0.819

-

-

-0.008

0.504

-

-

Engineering Self-Evaluation Architecture PeerEvaluation
Engineering PeerEvaluation

U Test
Statistic

P-Value

Self-Evaluation: Architecture Students
A one-tailed Mann-Whitney U test was also performed to compare the rank scores
of each CATME prompt individually with a significance level of α=0.05. The sample size
(n>20) of architecture students allowed the distributions of the self-evaluation scores on
each prompt to be approximated as normal, so z-scores were used to compare the rank of
the scores for the treatment and control groups. One of these prompts showed significantly
higher self-evaluation scores in the treatment group than in the control group (shaded in
grey in Table 8.2). Other prompts whose scores were observed as trending higher in the
treatment group than in the control group are also listed in Table 8.2.
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Table 8.2: List of prompts with significantly higher self-evaluation ranks for architecture
treatment group students than architecture control group students (α=0.05) or whose results
would be significant at the α=0.1 level (shaded in grey).
Prompt
Number

Prompt

Z-score

P-value

7

Kept trying when faced with difficult
situations.

1.572

0.058

10

Facilitated effective communication in the
team.

1.999

0.023

12

Provided encouragement to other team
members.

1.509

0.066

22

Provided constructive feedback to others on
the team.

1.476

0.069

28

Believed that the team should achieve high
standards.

1.439

0.075

29

Cared that the team produced high-quality
work.

1.29

0.099

Peer-Evaluation: Architecture Students
It was evident that there is a distinction between the self-evaluation and peerevaluation for the architecture students. These students tended to evaluate themselves with
a higher score than their peers evaluated them. This trend can be seen by referring back to
the box-and-whisker plots in Figure 8.2. Note that each architecture student was evaluated
by one engineering student and one architecture student due to the composition of the
teams.
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One-tailed Mann-Whitney U tests for significance were performed for each
individual prompt to compare the rank of the peer-evaluation scores between the treatment
and control groups. None of the prompts were found to have significantly higher peerevaluation scores in the treatment group architecture students than in the control group
architecture students.
Self-Evaluation: Engineering Students
A one-tailed Mann-Whitney U test was also performed for each prompt to compare
the rank of the self-evaluation scores for each prompt between the engineering students in
the treatment and control groups. None of the prompts were found to have significantly
higher scores for the students in the treatment group than those in the control group.
However, it was observed that Prompt 29 showed a trend of higher self-evaluation scores
for engineering students in the treatment group than those in the control group: “Cared that
the team produced high-quality work” (U value=79, critical value=80 at α=0.1).
Peer-Evaluation: Engineering students
The peer-evaluations were very positive for the engineering students in both the
treatment and control groups, as all of these prompts had a median peer-evaluation score
of 5 for both groups. Note that only architecture students were providing these peerevaluation responses, as all of the groups were comprised of 2 architecture students and 1
engineering student.
As in the cases above, one-tailed Mann-Whitney U tests for significance were
performed for each individual prompt to compare the rank of the peer-evaluation scores
between the treatment and control groups. None of the prompts were found to have
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significantly higher peer-evaluation scores in the treatment group engineering students than
in the control group engineering students.
Interdisciplinary Competence Survey
Similarly to the CATME scores, the total IC Pre- and Post-survey scores for each
student were found by adding their score for each individual prompt (excluding the two
prompts added to the Post-survey). As a measure of the students’ individual progress
throughout the study, the IC “growth” was calculated by subtracting each individual’s total
score on the Pre-survey from their score on the Post-survey. Compared to the CATME
results, IC growth distributions were much less skewed. The only exception was the
distribution of the growth of the engineering students in the treatment group, which was
right-skewed. To accommodate this, as well as the small sample sizes and variable spread
of all of the distributions, rank growth was also compared using the nonparametric onetailed Mann-Whitney U test. As before, the distributions for the architecture students were
approximated as normal, and z-scores were calculated using the U test statistic and used to
perform the significance test. The smaller sample sizes of the engineering student groups
required that the U test statistic be compared to a critical value based on the sample sizes
and level of significance. Again, α=0.05 was selected as the level of significance. Neither
test for significance provided sufficient evidence that students from either discipline
participating in the interdisciplinary TeSA project had significantly greater growth on the
interdisciplinary competence survey than those who participated in the discipline-specific
project.
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Figure 8.3: Box-and-whisker plots of IC survey total growth results from architecture and
engineering students.

Table 8.3: Significance test results for IC survey total growth comparisons. *Critical value
varies from value used in CATME analysis due to 2 unresponsive participants on the IC
survey.
Groups Compared
(Treatment vs.
Control)
Architecture
Students
Engineering
Students

Z-score

U Test
Statistic

P-Value

Critical Value

-0.131

0.552

-

-

-

-

80

61*
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Interdisciplinary Competence Growth: Architecture Students
The median growth for each prompt on the IC survey (Post-survey score – Presurvey score) was compared for the architecture treatment and control groups. All but one
of the prompts had a median growth of zero for both prompts. The prompt “In solving
architectural problems, I often seek information from experts in other academic fields” had
a median growth of 0.5 for both the treatment and control groups of architecture students.
The growth rank of each prompt was also compared between the architecture treatment and
control groups using one-tailed Mann-Whitney U tests; none of these prompts were found
to have significantly more growth for architecture students in the treatment group than
those the control group.
Interdisciplinary Competence Growth: Engineering Students
Similarly, the median growth for each IC survey prompt (Post-survey score – Presurvey score) was also compared for the engineering treatment and control groups. All of
the prompts had median growth of zero for both the treatment and control group except for
“I see connections between ideas in engineering and ideas in the humanities and social
sciences.” This prompt was found to have a median growth of zero for the treatment group
engineering students and a median growth of 1 for the control group.
Using the one-tailed Mann-Whitney U test, none of the prompts on the IC survey
was found to have significantly more growth in the engineers in the treatment group than
those in the control group at the α=0.05 significance level. However, it was observed that
the following prompt tended to have more growth in the treatment group engineers than
the control group engineers: “I enjoy thinking about how different professions approach
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the same problem in different ways” (U test statistic=64.5, critical value=68 at the α=0.1
significance level). Although the author has not found this to be statistically significant,
this trend was again considered while conducting qualitative analysis of the free response
questions.
One of the prompts added by the author to only the post-survey was also found to
trend higher for the treatment group engineering students than the control group
engineering students: “These activities taught me something new about how engineers and
architects work together” (U test statistic=67.5, critical value=68 at the α=0.1 significance
level). This trend was likewise noted for use in developing the thematic analysis of the
qualitative feedback.

8.6

QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS
This section will discuss the qualitative data collected from free-response prompts

added to the IC Pre- and Post-surveys to aid in the interpretation of the quantitative data.
On the Pre-survey, students were asked, “What challenges do you expect arise in
collaborations between architects and structural engineers?” On the Post-survey, students
were asked, “In a sentence, what is your biggest “take away” from the collaboration
activities?” The Post-survey prompt was found to be especially helpful, as many of the
students used this response as an opportunity to offer feedback on the project itself.
The following themes emerged from trends observed in the quantitative data and
common ideas found in the free-responses:
1. Interdisciplinary cooperation (positive, negative, and neutral)
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2. Effective communication
3. Technical skills
4. Perceived differences between architects and engineers
5. Logistics
Interdisciplinary Cooperation
One of the prompts which showed a trend of having a higher ranking score for the
engineering students in the treatment group than those in the control group was the prompt
added to only the IC Post-survey: “These activities taught me something new about how
engineers and architects work together.” The theme of engineers and architects
collaborating also emerged from the responses to the open-ended questions. Responses
falling into the “Interdisciplinary Cooperation” theme explicitly addressed the cooperative
nature of the interaction between architects and engineers. These comments mentioned the
integrative design process with a positive, negative, or neutral perspective. Most of the
responses falling into this category came from the free-response question on the IC Postsurvey. On the Pre-survey, the responses focused more on the fundamental differences
between architects and engineers, rather than how they collaborate in an iterative process.
This will be discussed further in a later subsection.
In general, the majority of the negative comments about interdisciplinary
cooperation came from the engineering students, especially those in the treatment group.
This trend may be explained by the relative workload assigned to these groups in the TeSA
project. Since the sample sizes dictated that treatment group teams be composed of 2
architecture students and 1 engineering student, it is possible that many of the engineering
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students felt that the workload was not evenly distributed among the members of the group.
For example, one engineering student in the treatment group remarked on the Post-survey
prompt that “the architects were not very helpful. I talked to other groups, and they
confirmed my belief.” Another student even made suggestions as to how the project could
be improved in this regard: “As the engineer, I did around 85% of the project alone…I
recommend that the project be restructured to give the architects more technical
responsibility.” While it is likely that these particular groups had less productive
architecture students than many of the other groups, adding another engineering student to
the groups may have mitigated the issue to some extent. Additionally, explicitly addressing
which portions of the assignment each individuals should have the knowledge to assist with
might reduce the stress on the engineering students as well. The students were given
freedom to delegate the required tasks for the TeSA project, which may have provided an
opportunity for “social loafers” to trivialize their own capabilities.
In contrast, the majority of the positive comments about interdisciplinary
cooperation came from the architecture students, particularly those in the treatment group.
For example, one such student claimed that the experience “really made me appreciate the
opposite field more than I already did. There were some problems faced in these projects
that I would have been so lost on trying to figure out, but my partner was able to come up
with a solution in no time.” Another student reported learning that “the connection between
engineers and architects is a close one, and collaboration between the two skillsets (which
absolutely overlap into each profession) is vital in the design and construction of a
structure.” Recall that this group tended to evaluate their own teamwork effectiveness more
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highly than the architecture students in the control group when completing the CATME
after the truss activity. It is possible that the positive experience from the interdisciplinary
TeSA project gave these students a confidence boost, resulting in their perceived
improvement in their own teamwork effectiveness.
Many of the responses falling into the “Interdisciplinary Cooperation” theme were
simply neutral observations about the interactions between architects and engineers. For
example, one of the architecture students in the treatment group remarked that the “biggest
takeaway for me is definitely getting a better idea of the relationship between the architect
and the engineer in a given project.” Similarly, an engineering student in the treatment
group noted that “ultimately, engineers and architects have the same goal -- satisfying the
client.” It was also observed that most of the students who made comments relating to this
theme from the control group (regardless of discipline) had a neutral perspective on the
subject. A few examples of such responses to the Post-survey free-response prompt
include:
•

“My biggest takeaway has been being able to actually see the interactions between
architects and engineers” (control group architecture student)

•

“It takes multiple disciplines and fields of study to work with one another to make
something capable of functioning in the real world” (control group architecture student)

•

“Despite being from different majors, engineers and architects must learn to
collaborate effectively to construct successful projects” (control group engineering
student)
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Effective Communication
Recall that the only Mann-Whitney U test performed that yielded a statistically
significant result at the α=0.05 level was the difference between the treatment group
architecture students’ and control group architecture students’ CATME prompt 10 selfevaluation score ranks. Prompt 10 asked students to rate themselves based on the following
statement: “Facilitated effective communication in the team.” In addition to this
quantitative result, many of the students provided responses to the open-ended questions
which mentioned effective communication, or lack thereof, between architects and
structural engineers.
Several students brought up communication problems when responding to the
open-ended prompt on the Pre-survey. For example, an architecture student predicted that
“there will be a lot of trouble understanding/interpreting the terms and knowledge of the
structural engineers.” Similarly, an engineering student responded that they foresaw “some
communication difficulties… an architect’s vocabulary or design may be very common to
them but unfamiliar to the structural engineers.” It is evident from these Pre-survey
responses that the students anticipated some challenges in effectively communicating
across disciplines.
After the experience, many of the students also mentioned effective communication
in their responses on the Post-survey. Some of the students directed their comments
towards communicating with teammates in general, such as a treatment group architecture
student who reported, “my biggest takeaway is the importance of communication and
working with your partners to make sure all the work is done on time and correctly.” Other
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students specifically addressed communicating effectively across disciplines. For example,
one engineering student from the control group stated the following: “In collaborating with
architects, I learned the importance of communicating ideas clearly and effectively. Not
everyone you work with will have the same background you do, so it’s important to explain
things in ways everyone can understand.” There was no noticeable difference between the
observations of the students from the treatment and control groups regarding effective
communication.
Technical Skills
A clear theme that emerged from both the Pre- and Post-survey open-ended
responses was that of technical skills. Recall that one of the CATME prompts that showed
a trend of having a higher self-evaluation score for both engineering and architecture
students was “Cared that the team produced high-quality work.” It became clear while
analyzing the free-responses that many of the students equated high-quality work with
technically correct work. Responses falling into the “Technical Skills” category discuss
development or lack of technical skills, technical challenges encountered during the
activities, and the value of learning technical skills as it relates to design projects.
In the Pre-survey responses, many students viewed the differing technical skills of
architects and engineers as a possible obstacle. For example, one architecture student
suggested that “an architect might like a [structure] supported by trusses due to the way it
will be interacted with and seen, while a structural engineer might prefer that same
[structure] to be built with a beam-slab due to the calculations that would have to be made.”
Although this response demonstrates a lack of full understanding of these structural
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systems, the student is aware that selecting certain systems may make a structural engineer
hesitant. The engineering students were particularly aware of this possible conflict. They
provided responses citing possible conflicts such as these:
•

“The primary challenges I expect to arise in collaborations between architects and
structural engineers are related to size and location of structural members and the
costs related to structural members and design.”

•

“Architects like to hide structural members and minimize them, this however
complicates the structural design.”

•

“Architects may want the building to look a certain way but it may not be possible.”

Very few architecture students mentioned technical skills on the Post-survey,
regardless of whether they were in the treatment or control group; however, this topic was
very prevalent amongst the responses of the engineering students in the treatment group.
Specifically, these students perceived the technical skills of the architecture group
members as being insufficient to meet the requirements of the project. For example, these
students reported the following as major lessons learned on the Post-survey:
•

“Architects don’t have enough of a grasp on the engineering factors that affect
design to be able to preliminarily design truss systems.”

•

“I noticed that architects tend to use excessive members to complete their design
concept.”

•

“The architects’ understanding of structures was so thin they couldn’t produce a
valid design.”
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Although this was the common sentiment of several engineering students in the
treatment group, one student in the control group responded differently: “I tend to think of
architects as the “artsy” side of designing buildings, but they really know a lot about the
technical and structural elements as well.” It is possible that the architecture students
working with the disgruntled engineering students in the treatment group may have been
putting forth less than full effort. It is also possible that these engineering students had
unrealistic expectations for the technical skillset of a sophomore-level architecture student.
Both possibilities could be negated by specifying the level of background knowledge that
all students in the group should have as part of the assignment, as mentioned in the
“Interdisciplinary Cooperation” subsection above.
Perceived Differences Between Architects and Structural Engineers
One of the trends observed when analyzing the IC growth data was a higher rank
growth for engineering students in the treatment group than those in the control group for
the following prompt: “I enjoy thinking about how different professions approach the same
problem in different ways.” During the qualitative analysis, many responses which
addressed the different thinking styles and problem-solving approaches of structural
engineers and architects were observed for both the Pre- and Post-survey open-ended
prompts.
On the Pre-survey, students tended to see the fundamental differences between
architects and engineers as a potential challenge to overcome. For example, architecture
students suggested the following as possible problems that might arise between the two
groups:
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•

“They think about things in different ways.”

•

“A difference in vision.”

•

“Different ways of thinking, creative vs. logistical.”

Responses on the Pre-survey falling into this category were relatively equivalent across the
board. Engineering students suggested many similar potential conflicts:
•

“Architects…were trained to think differently.”

•

“Different perspectives often cause clashes.”

•

“Our focuses will most likely be different.”

This theme was not prevalent in the responses to the Post-survey made by students in
the control group. In contrast, many of the students in the treatment group addressed the
differences between the approaches and cognitive styles of architects and engineers on the
Post-survey; however, it was observed that their comments tended to be more appreciative
of these differences rather than fearful or anxious. For example, architecture students in the
treatment group reported the following:
•

“It was interesting to see how engineers go about solving design problems.”

•

“It really made me appreciate the opposite field more than I already did.”

•

“Architects and engineers see the world in fundamentally different ways…when
they come together, however, they can do very impressive things.”

One engineering student in the treatment group made a similar comment: “Biases’
about architects and engineers are only sometimes true. There’s common ground…to solve
some issues, but also completely different methods.”
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Logistics
The final theme that emerged during the analysis of the free-response prompts was
that of

“Logistics.” These responses included comments about time-management,

difficulties with technology, and other such logistical challenges. This theme did not appear
in the Pre-survey responses, but was prominent in the Post-survey responses. Comments
about logistics were distributed relatively evenly throughout the treatment and control
groups for architecture and engineering students alike; these responses may provide insight
on ways these activities could be improved.
The first logistical challenge reported by several students was the virtual format.
Ideally, this project should not be conducted virtually in the future. One architecture student
in the treatment group said that their “biggest takeaway is that group projects, especially
remote, can be difficult, but…I am grateful for the experience I have gained.” Similarly,
an engineering student from the control group stated that “it is difficult to work online with
people you have never met.”
Another logistical challenge that was mentioned by many students was that of timemanagement. For example, one of the architecture students in the treatment group learned
that “not everything is going to get done…exactly when you want it to because it’s not just
you and your schedule that matter.” An architect in the control group astutely noted that
“creating a timeline for everyone involved early on and establishing a set way of
communication is ideal to succeed in group work.” An engineer in the control group also
reported learning that “it is important to not put things off when working with others
because you are affecting others, not only yourself.”
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8.7

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusions
A mixed methods study was conducted at Clemson University to investigate the
following research questions:
1. Does participating in an interdisciplinary team project based on the TeSA concept
impact teamwork effectiveness and/or interdisciplinary competence in architecture
and civil engineering undergraduate students?
2. What aspects of the project presented the biggest challenges and learning
opportunities?
3. What recommendations should be given to future instructors considering the
implementation of a similar TeSA-based project for these groups of students?
Although this study was initially designed as a quantitative quasi-experiment, qualitative
data was also collected to aid in the interpretation of the results. Conclusions that can be
drawn from this study include:
•

The quantitative analysis yielded minimal statistical significance; this can be
attributed to the small sample sizes, as well as the relatively short duration of the
TeSA project. As a result, the qualitative data proved to be more enlightening,
particularly in terms of future development of the project.

•

There was a statistically significant difference between the self-evaluation scores
of the architecture students in the treatment and control groups on CATME Prompt
10. There is sufficient evidence to suggest that architecture students who participate
in an interdisciplinary TeSA group project rate themselves more highly in
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facilitating effective communication in the team than those who do not (zscore=1.999, p-value=0.023).
•

Trends in the data, defined as being statistically significant at the α=0.1 level, were
also observed as follows:
o Architecture students in the treatment group tended to have higher overall
CATME self-evaluation scores than those in the control group.
o Architecture students in the treatment group tended to have higher selfevaluation scores on the following CATME prompts than those in the
control group: “Kept trying when faced with difficult situations,” “Provided
encouragement to other team members,” “Provided constructive feedback
to others on the team,” “Believed that the team should achieve high
standards,” and “Cared that the team produced high-quality work.”
o Engineering students in the treatment group tended to have higher selfevaluation scores than those in the control group on the following CATME
prompt: “Cared that the team produced high-quality work.”
o Engineering students in the treatment group tended to have more growth
between the IC Pre- and Post-surveys than those in the control group on the
following prompt: “I enjoy thinking about how different professions
approach the same problem in different ways.” These students also tended
to have higher scores than the engineering students in the control group on
the following prompt from the IC Post-survey: “These activities taught me
something new about how engineers and architects work together.”
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•

The trends in the quantitative data were used to guide a thematic analysis of the
qualitative data collected in the form of several free response questions on the IC
Pre- and Post-survey. The following themes emerged from the responses and were
used to develop the recommendations in the next subsection:
o Interdisciplinary cooperation (positive, negative, and neutral)
o Effective communication
o Technical skills
o Perceived differences between architects and engineers
o Logistics

Recommendations
The analysis of the free-responses proved to be invaluable in shedding light on the
shortcomings of this study, as well as the interdisciplinary TeSA project itself. The author
has compiled a list of recommendations for educators with an interest in the
interdisciplinary TeSA project based on lessons learned from this study:
•

It is not recommended that the interdisciplinary TeSA project be conducted
virtually. Students expressed frustration to the author throughout the project, as well
as on the IC Post-survey free-response question, about the virtual format of the
project.

•

If a similar quasi-experiment is conducted, it is recommended that all students be
placed in completely new, random pairs at the beginning of the study to maximize
the validity of the study.
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•

More engineers should be recruited for the interdisciplinary TeSA project in the
future. The engineering students expressed dissatisfaction with the distribution of
the workload in the project.

•

More time is needed to evaluate the impact of the project. It is recommended that
the students work in their interdisciplinary groups for a longer duration to better
observe the impact of the project. While an entire semester-length course may be
difficult to organize for reasons addressed earlier, it may be worth the logistical
challenges to consider trying the interdisciplinary TeSA project as a term project.

•

It is not recommended that this project be implemented for research purposes in a
co-taught course. The project should be given more time and priority to maximize
its impact, which would make coordinating with a co-instructor challenging.

•

Halfway check-ins, as were conducted in the pilot study, are highly recommended
to help the students develop good time-management habits.

•

The project presentation and debrief format for collecting qualitative feedback was
found to be more effective for gathering feedback than the surveys. The students
were more engaged in the discussion of the project in face-to-face conversation
than on the surveys. It is recommended that future replications of this study use a
focus group led by an objective party to collect similar qualitative feedback at the
conclusion of the project.

•

More specifically targeting the questions on the IC survey may help improve the
clarity of the questions for student participants. For example, specifically asking
how the activity impacted their willingness to seek out the expertise of an architect
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or engineer rather than asking if they would generally seek out an expert in another
field might affect student responses.
•

It is recommended that future instructors clearly define the roles, responsibilities,
and capabilities of the group members in the project prompt to prevent social
loafing and unrealistic expectations. Additionally, recruiting students at a similar
level of experience (for example, all sophomore-level students) could help mitigate
these problems.
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CHAPTER NINE
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND FINAL COMMENTS

This dissertation focused on design, construction, and structural behavior of TeSA
systems, as well as their value as an interdisciplinary learning tool. The dissertation was
composed in two parts: 1) development and testing of TeSA structures and 2) educational
experiments analyzing the implementation of TeSA-based projects in interdisciplinary
education.
Conclusions pertinent to the content of each topic are made in the relevant chapters.
The comments provided here are intended to give an overview of the entire dissertation.
With respect to the structural tests and analyses performed, the following conclusions and
comments are salient:
•

It is possible to prefabricate and assemble a TeSA system. The concepts of localized
damage and rapid repair have been demonstrated by this research.

•

There is ample opportunity to continue investigating the analysis of these structures
in the future. Two simple analytical models are proposed for shear and flexure in
precast TeSA systems, but FEM is still recommended at this time.

•

The possibilities for TeSA systems are wide-spanning. Different scales, materials,
and domains are all possible routes for future research. The research discussed in
this dissertation is merely a brief introduction to the possibilities of TeSA research.
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•

Although the wall specimen discussed in chapters 4 and 5 was successfully
repaired, the dissertation was concluded before the repaired wall could be retested.
Testing this wall a second time is a natural next step for this research.

Regarding the use of the TeSA concept in interdisciplinary collaboration for
architecture and structural engineering students, the following conclusions and comments
are relevant:
•

The process of teaching someone to design TeSA systems is largely unexplored,
and there is much opportunity to investigate this further. Logical avenues of future
research may include semester-long TeSA projects such as creative inquiry classes
or other undergraduate research opportunities, as well as TeSA design workshops
for professional engineers and architects.

•

In general, the TeSA concept is a good vehicle for teaching interdisciplinary
cooperation between architects and engineers due to its highly interdisciplinary
nature.

Working with advisors and committee members from both disciplines on the entire
project proved to be a good exercise in interdisciplinary collaboration in itself. It is the
belief of the author that further research in the area of TeSA systems will be beneficial to
all involved. Not only will the potential benefits of TeSA continue to be explored and taken
advantage of, but the researchers in question will gain valuable experience in working with
collaborators across disciplines.
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Appendix A
Simplified TeSA Analysis Model Calculations

Parameters:

Initial Guess:

Trial 1:
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Trial 2:

Trial 3:

Capacity:

Figure A-1: TeSA shear wall capacity calculations based on simplified method presented
in Chapter 5. This spreadsheet was developed to calculate capacities for walls with varying
geometric and material properties.
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Figure A-2: Shear specimen capacity calculations based on simplified shear method
presented in Chapter 6. This spreadsheet was developed to calculate capacities for TeSA
systems with varying geometric and material properties.
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Figure A-3: TeSA wall specimen shear capacity calculations based on simplified shear
method presented in Chapter 6.
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Appendix B
TeSA Wall Project

Project
A
TeSA Project
Requirements

Spring 2021

For this project, you will be tasked with designing a Tessellated Structural-Architectural (TeSA)
shear wall in groups of 3 (2 architects, 1 engineer).
TeSA systems implement tessellations (repeating geometric patterns which have been used
aesthetically in architecture throughout history) in structural elements required to carry loads.
In other words, TeSA systems are structural systems similar to puzzles with geometrically
interlocking pieces.
A potential benefit of such a system is the localization of failure to individual pieces. This may
lead to economically efficient, rapid repair of the system. For example, a tessellated shear wall
which fails in an earthquake may need 3 or 4 tiles repaired rather than the entire wall.
In the project video, I discuss these tessellations in more detail. I also give an introduction to
the analysis methods you’ll need to design your wall. The project requirements are listed below
for your reference (some of them will make more sense to you after you watch the video):
•
•

•
•
•

You will design a 10’ tall, 6’ long, and 6” thick tessellated wall with a 2-d, regular
tessellated pattern (remember, you’ll need to be able to find the critical sections!)
The wall should be able to support a point load of 75 kips applied horizontally at the top
corner
• The capacity should be determined using the methods shown-dividing the
moment capacity by the height of the wall will give you a max point load.
Compare that to the shear capacity and the minimum of the two values will be
your true capacity. You’ll need to do this for each critical section.
• You will need to iterate your design to choose a pattern which will provide you
with sufficient resistance
Tiles will be constructed of concrete with a compressive strength of 6 ksi.
All mild reinforcement (rebar) will be #3 bars (Ast=0.11 in2) with a specified yield
strength of 60 ksi. Cover should be a minimum of 0.5”.
Post-tensioning strands will have an assumed yield strength of 243 ksi and should be
0.6” diameter strands (Aps=0.217 in2).
• PT strands are not required, but provide significantly more resistance than mild
steel alone.

Project deliverables include the following:
•

Written report detailing the design with sketches/AutoCAD drawings
• Report should include justification for choices made (inspiration for design), any
assumptions your group made, challenges faced, lessons learned
• Appendix should include calculations for final design
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Figure B-1: Interdisciplinary TeSA Project prompt provided to all treatment group
students.
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Figure B-2: TeSA project prompt provided to architecture students in the control group.
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Figure B-3: TeSA project prompt provided to engineering students in the control group.
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Appendix C
Quality Considerations for Educational Experiment
Research Decision/Action
Non-random sampling

Non-random pairs for
architecture students during
TeSA project

Otherwise random group and
team assignment

Use of CATME to measure
teamwork effectiveness

Generalizability
Objectivity
Validity
Reliability
S
T
S
T
S
T
S
T
X
Justification: Few teachers are willing to give up weeks of lecture time for this experiment,
thereby limiting the sampling pool.
S

T

S

T

S

T

S

T

S

T
S
T
X
Justification: Existing pairs were used to promote continuity in the course per the request of
the co-instructor, but this could have produced misleading results; students had to work
with a new architecture partner for the first time during the truss activity. Random
assignment to treatment and control groups, as well as random assignment of the
engineering students, was performed to minimize this threat.
S
T
S
T
S
X
Justification: Students were not placed in treatment or control groups based on any
judgment made by the author.
S

T

T

S
T
S
T
X
X
Justification: The CATME is a well-established instrument for measuring this variable.

S
T
S
T
S
T
S
T
X
X
Use of interdisciplinary skills
section of IC survey to measure Justification: The interdisciplinary skills section of the IC survey has been investigated and
found to have sufficient validity and reliability for measuring these skills in engineering
interdisciplinary competence
students at the university level.
Population is limited to
architecture and structural
engineering students at
Clemson University.

S
T
S
T
S
T
S
T
X
Justification: Despite non-random sampling, results can most likely be generalized to this
narrow popultion.
S

Students were reassigned to
new groups for truss activity.

T

S

T

S
T
S
T
X
Justification: Prevents a false positive due to participants from the treatment group being
well-accustomed to working with a specific group of teammates.

S
T
S
T
S
T
S
T
X
Qualitative data was conducted
Justification: Collecting a small amount of quantitative data provides valuable insight to aid
as part of the IC survey.
in the interpretation of the quantitative data.

Figure C-1: Quality analysis table summarizing threats to and support of quality in
educational experiment.
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Appendix D
CATME and IC Survey: Prompts and Significance Tests
Prompt
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

Prompt
Did a fair share of the team’s work.
Fulfilled responsibilities to the team.
Completed work in a timely manner.
Came to team meetings prepared.
Did work that was complete and accurate.
Made important contributions to the team’s final product.
Kept trying when faced with difficult situations.
Offered to help teammates when it was appropriate.
Communicated effectively.
Facilitated effective communication in the team.
Exchanged information with teammates in a timely manner.
Provided encouragement to other team members.
Expressed enthusiasm about working as a team.
Heard what teammates had to say about issues that affected the team.
Got team input on important matters before going ahead.
Accepted feedback about strengths and weaknesses from teammates.
Used teammates’ feedback to improve performance.
Let other team members help when it was necessary.
Stayed aware of fellow team members’ progress
Assessed whether the team was making progress as expected.
Stayed aware of external factors that influenced team performance.
Provided constructive feedback to others on the team.
Motivated others on the team to do their best.
Made sure that everyone on the team understood important information.
Helped the team to plan and organize its work.
Expected the team to succeed
Believed that the team could produce high-quality work.
Believed that the team should achieve high standards.
Cared that the team produced high-quality work.
Had the skills and expertise to do excellent work.
Had the skills and abilities that were necessary to do a good job.
Had enough knowledge of teammates’ jobs to be able to fill in if necessary.
Knew how to do the jobs of other team members.

Z-Score
0.421
0.391
-0.532
0.066
-0.015
0.576
1.572
0.620
1.026
1.999
0.664
1.509
0.369
0.886
0.775
1.284
0.391
0.834
0.768
-0.243
1.194
1.476
1.129
0.871
-0.030
0.709
0.620
1.439
1.290
1.188
-0.059
0.893
0.096

P-value
0.337
0.348
0.702
0.472
0.504
0.281
0.058
0.268
0.152
0.023
0.255
0.066
0.356
0.187
0.218
0.100
0.348
0.203
0.221
0.595
0.117
0.069
0.129
0.192
0.512
0.239
0.268
0.075
0.099
0.117
0.524
0.187
0.460

Figure D-1: Results for the one-tailed Mann-Whitney U test for significance for the
difference between the self-evaluation scores of the architecture treatment group students
and architecture control group students for each CATME prompt.
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Prompt
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

Prompt

Z-Score

Did a fair share of the team’s work.
Fulfilled responsibilities to the team.
Completed work in a timely manner.
Came to team meetings prepared.
Did work that was complete and accurate.
Made important contributions to the team’s final product.
Kept trying when faced with difficult situations.
Offered to help teammates when it was appropriate.
Communicated effectively.
Facilitated effective communication in the team.
Exchanged information with teammates in a timely manner.
Provided encouragement to other team members.
Expressed enthusiasm about working as a team.
Heard what teammates had to say about issues that affected the team.
Got team input on important matters before going ahead.
Accepted feedback about strengths and weaknesses from teammates.
Used teammates’ feedback to improve performance.
Let other team members help when it was necessary.
Stayed aware of fellow team members’ progress
Assessed whether the team was making progress as expected.
Stayed aware of external factors that influenced team performance.
Provided constructive feedback to others on the team.
Motivated others on the team to do their best.
Made sure that everyone on the team understood important information.
Helped the team to plan and organize its work.
Expected the team to succeed
Believed that the team could produce high-quality work.
Believed that the team should achieve high standards.
Cared that the team produced high-quality work.
Had the skills and expertise to do excellent work.
Had the skills and abilities that were necessary to do a good job.
Had enough knowledge of teammates’ jobs to be able to fill in if necessary.
Knew how to do the jobs of other team members.

-1.124
-1.203
-1.641
-1.316
-1.415
-1.129
-1.817
-0.799
-1.097
-0.508
-1.509
-0.072
-0.452
-0.271
-1.051
-0.922
-0.416
-0.903
-0.616
-0.789
-0.708
-0.563
-0.078
-0.816
-0.493
0.298
0.007
0.679
-0.477
-0.826
-0.669
-0.833
-0.953

P-value
0.869
0.115
0.949
0.907
0.922
0.871
0.966
0.788
0.864
0.695
0.934
0.528
0.674
0.606
0.853
0.821
0.663
0.816
0.732
0.785
0.761
0.712
0.532
0.794
0.688
0.320
0.496
0.248
0.684
0.797
0.749
0.797
0.829

Figure D-2: Results for the one-tailed Mann-Whitney U test for significance for the
difference between the peer-evaluation scores of the architecture treatment group students
and architecture control group students for each CATME prompt.
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Prompt
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

Prompt
Did a fair share of the team’s work.
Fulfilled responsibilities to the team.
Completed work in a timely manner.
Came to team meetings prepared.
Did work that was complete and accurate.
Made important contributions to the team’s final product.
Kept trying when faced with difficult situations.
Offered to help teammates when it was appropriate.
Communicated effectively.
Facilitated effective communication in the team.
Exchanged information with teammates in a timely manner.
Provided encouragement to other team members.
Expressed enthusiasm about working as a team.
Heard what teammates had to say about issues that affected the team.
Got team input on important matters before going ahead.
Accepted feedback about strengths and weaknesses from teammates.
Used teammates’ feedback to improve performance.
Let other team members help when it was necessary.
Stayed aware of fellow team members’ progress
Assessed whether the team was making progress as expected.
Stayed aware of external factors that influenced team performance.
Provided constructive feedback to others on the team.
Motivated others on the team to do their best.
Made sure that everyone on the team understood important information.
Helped the team to plan and organize its work.
Expected the team to succeed
Believed that the team could produce high-quality work.
Believed that the team should achieve high standards.
Cared that the team produced high-quality work.
Had the skills and expertise to do excellent work.
Had the skills and abilities that were necessary to do a good job.
Had enough knowledge of teammates’ jobs to be able to fill in if necessary.
Knew how to do the jobs of other team members.

U test
statistic
99.5
104.5
98.0
98.0
106.5
106.0
100.0
98.0
109.5
103.5
107.0
108.0
102.0
104.0
106.0
85.0
83.5
105.5
93.0
97.5
102.0
97.5
95.5
85.5
96.5
107.5
90.0
92.5
79.0
84.5
84.0
104.5
84.0

Critical
Value
72.0
72.0
72.0
72.0
72.0
72.0
72.0
72.0
72.0
72.0
72.0
72.0
72.0
72.0
72.0
72.0
72.0
72.0
72.0
72.0
72.0
72.0
72.0
72.0
72.0
72.0
72.0
72.0
72.0
72.0
72.0
72.0
72.0

Figure D-3: Results for the one-tailed Mann-Whitney U test for significance for the
difference between the self-evaluation scores of the engineering treatment group students
and engineering control group students for each CATME prompt.
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Prompt
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

Prompt
Did a fair share of the team’s work.
Fulfilled responsibilities to the team.
Completed work in a timely manner.
Came to team meetings prepared.
Did work that was complete and accurate.
Made important contributions to the team’s final product.
Kept trying when faced with difficult situations.
Offered to help teammates when it was appropriate.
Communicated effectively.
Facilitated effective communication in the team.
Exchanged information with teammates in a timely manner.
Provided encouragement to other team members.
Expressed enthusiasm about working as a team.
Heard what teammates had to say about issues that affected the team.
Got team input on important matters before going ahead.
Accepted feedback about strengths and weaknesses from teammates.
Used teammates’ feedback to improve performance.
Let other team members help when it was necessary.
Stayed aware of fellow team members’ progress
Assessed whether the team was making progress as expected.
Stayed aware of external factors that influenced team performance.
Provided constructive feedback to others on the team.
Motivated others on the team to do their best.
Made sure that everyone on the team understood important information.
Helped the team to plan and organize its work.
Expected the team to succeed
Believed that the team could produce high-quality work.
Believed that the team should achieve high standards.
Cared that the team produced high-quality work.
Had the skills and expertise to do excellent work.
Had the skills and abilities that were necessary to do a good job.
Had enough knowledge of teammates’ jobs to be able to fill in if necessary.
Knew how to do the jobs of other team members.

Z-Score
0.236
0.137
-0.547
-0.836
-0.608
-0.167
-0.198
-0.532
0.456
0.137
-0.715
-0.639
0.008
-0.213
-0.471
-0.380
-0.157
0.029
-0.707
-0.532
-0.874
-0.198
-0.274
-0.190
-0.099
0.046
-0.326
-0.639
-0.350
-0.350
-0.699
-0.867
-0.616

P-value
0.405
0.444
0.709
0.800
0.729
0.567
0.579
0.702
0.323
0.444
0.761
0.739
0.496
0.583
0.681
0.648
0.564
0.492
0.761
0.702
0.808
0.579
0.606
0.575
0.540
0.520
0.629
0.739
0.637
0.637
0.758
0.808
0.732

Figure D-4: Results for the one-tailed Mann-Whitney U test for significance for the
difference between the peer-evaluation scores of the engineering treatment group students
and engineering control group students for each CATME prompt.
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Prompt
Number
1

Prompt

Z-Score

P-value

I value reading about topics outside of my major.

-1.68

0.954

2

I enjoy thinking about how different professions approach the same problem in different ways.

-0.27

0.606

3

Not all architectural problems have purely technical solutions.
In solving architectural problems, I often seek information from experts in other academic
fields.
Given knowledge and ideas from different fields, I can figure out what is appropriate for
solving a given problem.

0.897

0.184

-0.420

0.334

0.261

0.397

4
5
6

I see connections between ideas in architecture and ideas in the humanities and social sciences.

0.287

0.386

7

I see connections between ideas in architecture and ideas in other technical or scientific fields.

0.548

0.291

-0.897

0.816

0.514

0.305

0.679

0.248

0.009

0.496

8
9
10*
11*

I can take ideas from outside architecture and synthesize them in ways that help me better
understand architecture concepts.
I can use what I have learned in one field in another setting.
My understanding of how engineers and architects work together has evolved during these
activities.
These activities taught me something new about how engineers and architects work together.

*Post-survey only

Figure D-5: Results for the one-tailed Mann-Whitney U test for significance for the
difference between the IC survey growth of the architecture treatment group students and
architecture control group students for each IC survey prompt.
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Prompt
Number
1

Prompt
I value reading about topics outside of my major.

U test
statistic
84.5

Critical
Value
61.0

2

I enjoy thinking about how different professions approach the same problem in different ways.

64.5

61.0

3

Not all architectural problems have purely technical solutions.
In solving architectural problems, I often seek information from experts in other academic
fields.
Given knowledge and ideas from different fields, I can figure out what is appropriate for
solving a given problem.

87.5

61.0

91.5

61.0

78.0

61.0

6

I see connections between ideas in architecture and ideas in the humanities and social sciences.

85.0

61.0

7

I see connections between ideas in architecture and ideas in other technical or scientific fields.

88.0

61.0

85.0

61.0

77.5

61.0

90.0

61.0

67.5

61.0

4
5

8
9
10*
11*

I can take ideas from outside architecture and synthesize them in ways that help me better
understand architecture concepts.
I can use what I have learned in one field in another setting.
My understanding of how engineers and architects work together has evolved during these
activities.
These activities taught me something new about how engineers and architects work together.

*Post-survey only

Figure D-6: Results for the one-tailed Mann-Whitney U test for significance for the
difference between the IC survey growth of the engineering treatment group students and
engineering control group students for each survey prompt.
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